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BOND MARKETS AND  

FIXED INCOME PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT 
 

 

 

  THEORY   

 

Zero-coupon bonds and Deep Discount Bonds 

Zero coupon bonds by its name imply a bond which does not pay any coupons till maturity and 

returns the face value directly at maturity. They are also called ‘Discount Bonds’, since the current 

bond price B0 would always be lower than Bn, the face value. In other words, Bn – B0 is called as 

the ‘discount’, which is always a positive Thus, zero coupon bonds are always sold at discount to 

their face value. 

An investor buying a Zero-Coupon Bond, would always buy these bonds at less than face value, 

so as to earn a return at maturity. The advantage to the issuer of a Zero-coupon Bond is that, it 

does not entail any cash flow, in any form, till maturity. 

When, Zero-coupon bonds are sold at discount to face value and if the discounts are extremely 

large, then these bonds assume the name of Deep discount bonds. The word deep represents 

the large discount to the face value, prevailing at the time of issue. The term of this instrument is 

usually around 20 to 25 years and it may provide an option to the investor to exit say at the end 

of 5 years, 10 years, etc.  

 

Convertible Bonds 

Convertible bonds are fixed income securities that permit the holder the right to exchange that 

bond for the equity shares of the company under pre-specified conditions. The terms at which the 

debt security can be exchanged for the issuer’s equity shares are set forth in the bond indenture. 
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Convertible bonds typically contain other embedded options. Most common is an option providing 

the issuer the right to call the issue at its discretion in accordance with the terms set forth in the 

indenture. Many convertible bonds also contain put provisions, which enable the holder to redeem 

the bond prior to maturity. 

Characteristics of Convertibles 

Structurally, a convertible bond is very similar to a straight corporate bond with an attached call 

option on the stock. 

The value of a convertible bond is related to many variables: 

• Price of the underlying stock  

• Interest rates  

• Credit quality  

• Volatility of the stock price  

• Volatility of interest rates  

The ideal convertible bond renders: A bond-like return if the return on the underlying issuer’s stock 

is minimal or negative. An equity-like return if the underlying stock’s return is quite positive. The 

convertible provides the investor with the “better of” return profile. The yield on convertible bonds 

is lower than the yield on the top debt of the same issuer. The cumulative yield sacrificed 

represents a payment for the conversion privilege. Normally, the convertible bond yield will exceed 

the dividend yield of the stock. The cost of the stock, when purchased through the conversion 

rights, will exceed the price at which the equity shares could have been purchased by the premium 

paid. 

Risks arising out of a bond investment 

Interest rate risk:  

It is the risk arising out of an adverse interest rate movement. We know that interest rate and 

bond prices are inversely proportional. Consider a bond bought at par at the time of an issue. Now 

if the bond is held till maturity and if we receive the face value from the issuer, there is no price 

risk. But, if we are constrained to sell in the market their there is a possibility of we not receiving 

the invested amount. In this case, we face price risk. Therefore Price Risk is defined as the inability 

of bond fund manager of not being able to sell or receive the invested money. 

Credit Risk: 

 It is also called as Default Risk: Credit risk is the risk of default on its obligation to pay the interest 

or principal payments (face value) to the bondholders when they are due. Bonds issued by the 

government are immune from default but bonds issued by companies are more likely to be 

default. The investors are therefore compensated for taking on the higher risks associated with 

corporate bonds.  

Liquidity risk: 

It is the risk arising out of non-salability of bond owing to lack of buyers. Therefore this risk can be 

defined as the inability of the bondholders of not being able to convert their security to money 
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when required. Bonds are generally more liquid during the initial period. All G-Sec’s are not very 

liquid. 

Reinvestment risk:  

It is the risk arising out of not being able to re-invest at the desired rate of return, when coupons 

are received from the bond. This risk is to be undertaken by all investors who purchase any bond 

including government securities (G-Sec). 

Inflation Risk:  

Inflation risk is the risk of loss in bond value owing to inflation. If there is significant inflation over 

the time a bond is held, the real value of investment will suffer. Again, this risk is to be undertaken 

by all investors who purchase any bond including government securities (G-Sec). 

Market risk:  

The risk that the bond market as a whole would decline, bringing the value of individual securities 

down with it regardless of their fundamental characteristics, owing to monetary and macro-

economic factors. 

Call risk:  

Some corporate bonds have a “call provision” entitling their issuers to call back the bond and 

return the face value to investors. This is usually the case when we witness a declining interest 

rate environment. This would force the investors to redeploy their money at lower coupon rates 

elsewhere. This is call risk.  

 

Risk affected by government policies MAY 2011 

Investments in securities carry various forms of risks. Of the all the risks associated with a security 

like bond, the major risk relates to price or interest rate risk. We know that as rates rise, the price 

of a bond or debt security falls and vice versa. Consider debt securities issued by the government, 

institutions and corporate. Their prices are mostly governed by policies announced by the 

government/RBI apart from the dynamics of demand and supply. Government policies often give 

directions to interest rate movements. If government policies restraint money supply and interest 

rates harden (increase) the prices of securities fall and when policies are relaxed interest rates 

fall and price of securities rise. Various polices are adopted by the government depending on the 

economic situation prevailing. These policies include, licensing policy, changes in FDI/FII 

investment norms, restrictions on exports and imports, restrictions on shareholding in different 

industry sectors, change in tax and security laws. 

Yield Curve  

The graphical depiction of the relationship between the yield on bonds of the same credit quality 

but different maturities is known as the yield curve. In the past, most investors have constructed 

yield curves from observations of prices and yields in the Treasury market. Two factors account 

for this tendency. First, Treasury securities are free of default risk, and differences in credit 

worthiness do not affect yields. Therefore, these instruments are directly comparable. Second, as 

the largest and most active bond market, the Treasury market offers the fewest problems of 
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illiquidity or infrequent trading. There are three main patterns created by the term structure of 

interest rates:  

Normal Yield Curve:  

It is the yield curve shape that forms during normal market conditions, wherein investors generally 

believe that there will be no significant changes in the economy, such as in inflation rates, and 

that the economy will continue to grow at a normal rate. During such conditions, investors expect 

higher yields for fixed income instruments with long-term maturities that occur farther into the 

future. In other words, the market expects long-term fixed income securities to offer higher yields 

than short-term fixed income securities.  

Flat Yield Curve:  

These curves indicate that the market environment is sending mixed signals to investors, who are 

interpreting interest rate movements in various ways. During such an environment, it is difficult 

for the market to determine whether interest rates will move significantly in either direction farther 

into the future. A flat yield curve usually occurs when the market is making a transition that emits 

different but simultaneous indications of what interest rates will do. When the yield curve is flat, 

investors can maximize their risk return trade-off by choosing fixed-income securities with the 

least risk, or highest credit quality. In the rare instances wherein long-term interest rates decline, 

a flat curve can sometimes lead to an inverted curve.  

 Inverted Yield Curve:  

These yield curves are rare, and they form during extraordinary market conditions wherein the 

expectations of investors are completely the inverse of those demonstrated by the normal yield 

curve. In such abnormal market environments, bonds with maturity dates further into the future 

are expected to offer lower yields than bonds with shorter maturities.  

The inverted yield curve indicates that the market currently expects interest rates to decline as 

time moves farther into the future, which in turn means the market expects yields of long-term 

bonds to decline. Remember, also, that as interest rates decrease, bond prices increase, and 

yields decline.  

 

The Credit Spread  

The credit spread, or quality spread, is the additional yield an investor receives for acquiring a 

corporate bond instead of a similar government security. As illustrated in the graph below, the 

spread is demonstrated as the yield curve of the corporate bond and is plotted with the term 

structure of interest rates. Remember that the term structure of interest rates is a gauge of the 

direction of interest rates and the general state of the economy. 

Corporate fixed-income securities have more risk of default than 

government securities and, as a result, the prices of corporate 

securities are usually lower, while corporate bonds usually have 

a higher yield. When inflation rates are increasing (or the 

economy is contracting) the credit spread between corporate 

and government securities widens. This is because investors 

must be offered additional compensation (in the form of a higher 
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coupon rate) for acquiring the higher risk associated with corporate bonds.  

When interest rates are declining (or the economy is expanding), the credit spread between 

government and corporate fixed-income securities generally narrows. The lower interest rates give 

companies an opportunity to borrow money at lower rates, which allows them to expand their 

operations and also their cash flows. When interest rates are declining, the economy is expanding 

in the long run, so the risk associated with investing in a long-term corporate bond is also generally 

lower. The yield curve, in conjunction with the credit spread, is used for pricing corporate bonds.  

 

Bond Investment Strategies 

Bond investment strategies can be classified as either active, passive, or a combination.   

Passive strategies include selecting bonds or bond portfolios which are immunized against 

interest rate changes and constructing portfolios that are highly correlated with a bond index.  

Passive strategies are often used by life insurance companies, deposit institutions, and pensions 

because their primary objective is to ensure that they have sufficient funds to meet their future 

liabilities.  Passive strategies are also used by investment companies that manage bond portfolios 

or mutual funds constructing bond funds with the objective of maximizing return under specified 

risk and liquidity constraints.    

Active strategies are speculative positions in which the primary objective is to obtain an abnormal 

return.  They include taking long positions in longer duration bonds in anticipation of a decrease 

in long-term rates, investing in Treasury securities in anticipation of favourable monetary policy, 

and investing in lower quality bonds in anticipation of future economic growth.  Such strategies 

are used by investment funds, investment companies trading from their own accounts, and 

individual investors.    

Passive Bond Investment Strategies 

Buy and Hold strategy 

Under this strategy the portfolio manager would buy bonds with a specific duration and pre-

decided requirements and would hold them till maturity. Bond investors would examine such 

factors as quality ratings, coupon levels, and terms to maturity, call features and sinking funds. 

These investors do not trade actively to earn returns, rather they look for bonds with maturities or 

durations that match their investment horizon. However, passive bond strategy still requires the 

periodic replacement of bonds as they mature, since bonds would have maturity dates and would 

no longer be part of portfolio after maturity.  

Indexing strategy 

Another passive approach to bond management involves an attempt to replicate the investment 

characteristics of popular measure of the bond market. One important point to be remembered 

is that the index and the managed portfolio should have similar risk profile. Portfolio manager is 

judged on his ability to track the index. The difference between the returns on the index and the 

index fund are referred to as tracking errors.  Lower the tracking error, better the performance. 
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Bond Indexing Strategy 

It is a passive approach to bond investment. It attempts to replicate the investment characteristics 

of popular measure of the bond market. One important point to be remembered is that the index 

and the managed portfolio should have similar risk profile. Portfolio manager is judged on his 

ability to track the index. The difference between the returns on the index and the index fund are 

referred to as tracking errors.  Lower the tracking error, better the performance. 

Advantages 

▪ The possibility of underperformance at a given level of risk is lower. 

▪ Indexed portfolios do not depend on advisor expectations and so have less risk of 

underperforming the market. 

▪ Management advisory fees for indexed portfolios are dramatically less than fees for 

actively managed portfolios.    

▪ Indexing is essentially “buying the market.”  If markets are efficient, an indexing strategy 

should reduce unsystematic diversifiable risk, and should generate maximum return for a 

given level of risk. 

Disadvantages  

▪ Indexed portfolio returns may match the bond index, but do not necessarily reflect optimal 

performance.  In some time periods, many active managers may outperform an indexing 

strategy at the same level of risk. 

▪ The chosen bond index and portfolio returns may not meet the client objectives or the 

liability stream. 

▪ Bond indexing may restrict the fund from participating in sectors or other opportunities 

that could increase returns. 

 

Immunization 

We know that there are two major parts of interest rate risk viz. price risk and reinvestment rate 

risk, which arise because of change in interest rates.  The former refers to bond price volatility as 

interest rates fluctuate, the latter to uncertainty in the rate at which coupon income can be 

reinvested. Immunizing a bond portfolio means that the portfolio’s value is protected against a 

general change in the rate of interest. We can immunize a single investment with a single target 

receipt by any of the three methods: 

Zero-coupon approach:  We invest the amount received in a zero-coupon bond at the same 

expected yield and hold till maturity. There will be no reinvestment risk since there will be no 

coupons received. There will no price risk since the bond proceeds will be returned by the issuer 

inclusive of the promised yield. This is the concept of buying a zero with the desired maturity and 

locking the yield.  

Maturity matching: We invest the amount received in a coupon bond which has maturity matching 

the target investment period. Selecting term to maturity equal to desired holding period eliminates 

price risk, but not reinvestment risk. 
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Duration matching: We invest the amount received in a coupon bond (portfolio) whose duration 

is equal to the duration of the liability. This will help us realize the expected yield to maturity. Here 

the capital gains or losses exactly offset changes in reinvestment income. Thus, the loss/gain due 

to price risk is offset by gain/loss due to reinvestment risk. However, if interest rate changes 

again, one has to match the duration of the portfolio again. 

Active Bond Management Strategies 

Yield curve shifts compel bond portfolio managers to manage the portfolio proactively. Based on 

different types of yield curve shifts, investors actively managing bond portfolios and accordingly 

devise different strategies based on their yield curve forecast.  There are three general types of 

yield curve strategies used by active bond investors: bullet, barbell, and ladder. 

Bullet Strategy 

If an investor knows that he or she will need a certain amount of capital at a given point in time 

in the future, then a bullet investment strategy might be the best way to go. This strategy suggests 

that an investor stagger purchase dates on bonds that all mature at the same time. By staggering 

the purchase of bonds, investors can more efficiently seek out securities that have more attractive 

interest rates. And since all of the bonds have the same maturity date, investors are able to 

receive a potentially more attractive inflow. However, it can lead to a risk that interest rates will 

fall over the bond purchasing period and losses might be incurred.   

Laddered Strategy 

Laddered strategy involves buying bonds at every pre-specified level of the yield curve and as 

every shortest maturity bond matures, a new bond replaces it. The new bond will have a maturity 

equivalent to the total bond portfolio maturity. By buying bonds at every level of the yield curve 

the fund manager tries to average out the high risk of the long maturity bonds which provide high 

returns, with low risk of short maturity bonds which otherwise provide lower returns. Instead of 

guessing the movements of interest rates and building a portfolio, laddered strategy just 

distributes the available funds thorough the yield curve. The diversification of maturities protects 

the portfolio from large income declines if interest rates fall. The laddered portfolio protects from 

income declines for a number of years if the low interest rate trend persists. If interest rates rise 

(and bond values fall) a laddered portfolio would be better than a bullet investment. The ladder 

structure incurs transaction costs only when new bonds are purchased as they are held to maturity 

and redeemed. As a result, no capital gains or losses, short-term or long-term, are realized. 

Barbell Strategy 

A barbell portfolio combines two bonds such that the portfolio has the desired (bullet) modified 

duration. The term barbell comes from the usual practice of combining bonds at opposite ends of 

the term structure (yield curve). Barbell strategy is used to take advantage of the best aspects of 

short-term and long-term bonds. In this strategy only very short-term and extremely long-term 

bond are purchased. Longer dated bonds typically offer higher interest yields, while short-term 

bonds provide more flexibility. 

The short-term bonds give an investor the liquidity to adjust potential investments every few 

months or years. If interest rates start to rise, the shorter maturities allow an investor to reinvest 

principal in bonds that will realize higher returns than if that money was tied up in a long-term 

bond. The long-term bonds give an investor a steady flow of higher-yield income over the term of 
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the bond. However, by not having all of your capital in long-term bonds, this limits the downside 

effects if interest rates were to rise in that bond period. 

Changing the proportions or the maximum maturities of the short and long ends of the barbell 

helps the portfolio manager to adjust the strategy based on investor needs. 

  CONCEPTS   

Bond and Debentures 

1. Bonds are issued by financial Institutions whereas Debentures are issue by companies.  

2. Stamp duty in a bond is paid only at the time of issue whereas in case of debenture, it is 

paid at the time of issue & transfer. 

3. Revenue coming from stamp duty in a bond goes to Central Govt. where as in case of 

debenture, the same goes to State Govt. where the registered office of the company is 

located. 

4. Interest paid by Bond is called Coupons whereas interest of Debenture it is referred by 

the same name. 

Terms in Bond Markets 

• Coupons 

• Maturity 

• Current Price 

• Expected Return 

Basic Bond Pricing Formula 
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Where 

C = annual coupon payment (in absolute amount, not a percent) 

n = number of years to maturity 

Bn = par value 

B0 = current bond / purchase price 
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Five parameters of a bond 

The five parameters of a bond are B0, C, n, k and Bn. Of these 5 parameters, three of the 

parameters are decided by the issuer of the bond at the time of issue. They do not change till 

the maturity of the bond. The value of ‘k’ changes right from the day the bond is issued and 

starts trading, and it changes till maturity. It is the expected rate of return of the investor 

buying the bond. This would decide the ultimate bond price B0 that the investors are willing to 

pay. 

 

Three major tools for deciding on ‘k’ 

The value of ‘k’ is decided by the investor by various methods of which the following three are 

more popular. 

1. An investor would compare the return of the bond (which he is planning to invest) with a 

similar Risk Bond trading in the market. He would use the value of k from similar traded 

bond. 

2. An investor can find out ‘k’ using the rating of the instrument. Higher rating indicates 

lower risk and vice-versa. A bond with the “Highest Rating”, say “AAA”, denotes “Highest 

Safety”. This signifies “Lowest Risk” and hence commands “Lowest Risk Premium”. And 

in such cases therefore “k” would be lowest indicating highest price for such bonds. As 

the rating decreases, implied risk would be more and such bonds would command less 

premium and therefore those bonds would be cheaper to buy, in relative terms with 

highest rated bonds.  

3. We can define risk premium in simple terms as “extra” return earned for taking on risk. 

It is the excess return that an asset / investment provide over a risk-free rate. This excess 

return compensates investors for taking on the relatively higher risk of that asset. high-

risk investments are compensated with a higher premium. 

Consider a 91 day T Bill issued by RBI. This is the benchmark for ultra short term Risk 

Free Rate (Rf). Assume for example it is at 8.1%. Now, if an investor was to invest in a 3 

month commercial paper (CP) he would demand a higher return say 9%, since there is a 

higher chance of default in a CP than a T-Bill issued by RBI i.e. he would demand a risk 

premium = 9.0 – 8.1 = 0.9%. The premium is on account of default risk called as Default 

Risk Premium (DRP). Now instead if we consider a 364 day T bill return which is referred 

to as the short term risk free rate, one would expect a slightly higher return from it say 

8.5% since as an investor now the money is kept for 364 days as against 91 days. On 

the same lines, an investor would demand still higher return say 9.5% from a 10 year 

Government security. This is on account of premium arising out of maturity risk called 

Maturity Risk Premium (MRP). Owing to presence of default risk in the corporate bonds, 

the 364 day (1 year) and 10 year corporate bonds would be expected to provide higher 

returns, since they would carry larger DRP.  

Thus we can say that, the default risk premium (DRP) is a premium based on the 

probability that the issuer will default, and it is measured by the difference between the 

interest rate on a Treasury bond and a corporate bond of equal maturity and 
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marketability. The maturity risk premium (MRP) is a premium that reflects interest rate 

risk; longer-term securities have more interest rate risk (the risk of capital loss due to 

rising interest rates) than do shorter-term securities, and the MRP is added to reflect this 

risk. 

We also have premiums arising out of inflation and liquidity. The inflation premium (IP) 

is a premium added to the real risk-free rate of interest to compensate for expected 

inflation. A liquid asset is one that can be sold at a predictable price on short notice; a 

liquidity premium (LP) is added to the rate of interest on securities that are not liquid.  

Thus we can have a general formula for interest rate applicable especially for any debt 

security as follows:  

r   =  r* + IP + DRP + LP + MRP 

r   = required return on a debt security 

r*  = real risk-free rate of interest 

IP  = inflation premium 

DRP = default risk premium 

LP  = liquidity premium 

MRP = maturity risk premium 

If the investment is overseas, then the investor would also demand ‘country risk’ 

premium (CRP).  

Theoretical Price Vs Market Price of a bond 

Whenever we calculate bond price, using fundamental bond information and by using the 

formula as above, we get theoretical or intrinsic price of the bond. This is compared with the 

actual market price of the bond (which is generally obtained directly from the market through 

intermediates like banks/institutions). This comparison helps the bond fund manager to make 

decisions on buying/selling.  

If the market price is more than the intrinsic price, bonds are said to overvalued/overpriced, 

and in such instances, the held bonds are sold. If the market price is less than the intrinsic 

price, bonds are said to undervalued/underpriced, and in such instances, fresh money is used 

to buy more bonds. If the market price is equal to the intrinsic price, bonds are said to fairly 

valued/fairly priced, and in such instances, the held bonds are retained. 

Since we know that price of a bond and yield are inversely proportion, we have the following 

decision rules based on returns on a bond. If the market is offering more return than the 

theoretical expectation, bonds are said to undervalued/underpriced, and in such instances, 

fresh money is used to buy more bonds. However, if the market is offering less return than the 

theoretical expectation, bonds are said to overvalued/overpriced, and in such instances, the 

held bonds are sold. And finally, if the actual market return is equal to the theoretical 

expectation, bonds are said to fairly valued/fairly priced, and in such instances, the held bonds 

are retained. 
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Current Yield and Yield to Maturity (YTM) 

Current yield is a measure of the return on the bond in relation to the current price. For 

example, if we purchase a  ₹1,000 par value bond for  ₹800 and if it pays 5% coupon ( ₹50) 

annually, then the current yield (this is similar to the simple dividend yield formula) is the 

return on your interest payments based on our  ₹800 investment, which would be 50/800 = 

6.25%.  

Yield to maturity is the overall return on the bond if it is held to maturity. It is that rate, using 

which when we calculate the present value of future bond cash inflows, the result would match 

with the current outflow in a bond. 

Yield to maturity is calculated accounting for all the interest payments that are available 

through maturity and the principal that will be repaid, and also assuming that all coupon 

payments will be reinvested at YTM rate.  

YTM is similar to IRR of a project learnt in capital budgeting, and we use interpolation 

technique to calculate YTM. 

The following conditions are to be satisfied for a return/yield to be called as YTM: 

1. All interest payments (coupons) till maturity and face value available at the maturity  of 

the bond has to be accounted for. 

2. The PV of all these cash flows at this rate should match the current bond price in the 

market.  

Approximate formula to calculate YTM 

As against a lengthy cumbersome method of interpolation, an approximate formula can be 

used to find YTM. It is given as: 

InvestmentAverage

annumpergainsCapitalIncome +
=

2/)BB(
n

BB
C

0n

0n

+

−
+

=  

Where, C is the annual coupon payment, Bn is the maturity/face value of bond, and B0 is the 

current price of the Bond. 

(This is same as cost of debt formula learnt in IPCC) 

 

Semi-Annual Bonds  

A bond which pays coupon every 6 months i.e. Semi-annually is a semi-annual bond. Every 

year is divided into two periods of six months. Thus the number of periods is twice the number 

of years to maturity. The coupon rate for each six months period is half of annual coupon rate 

and so also the expected return. 
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Zero coupon bonds  

Zero coupon bonds by its name imply a bond which does not pay any coupons till maturity and 

returns the face value directly at maturity. They are also called ‘Discount Bonds’. An investor 

buying a Zero Coupon Bond, would always buy these bonds at less than face value, so as to 

earn a return at maturity. Therefore Zero Coupon Bonds are always issued at a discount and 

redeemed at par. The advantage to the issuer of a Zero Coupon Bond is that, it does not entail 

any cash flow before maturity. 

We can see the value of a zero coupon bond by substituting coupon (C) equal to zero, in a 

typical bond equation: 
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The maturity period is given by ‘n’ in the equation. It is obvious that B0 would always be lower 

than Bn. In other words Bn – B0 is called as the ‘discount’, which is always a positive number. 

Thus, zero coupon bonds are sold at discount to their face value. 

Perpetuity Bond 

A perpetuity bond is a bond that pays same coupon till perpetuity i.e. any time. It has no 

maturity period. We have seen in a dividend discount model that a stock giving same dividend 

in perpetuity, has a price of D/k. Similarly, a perpetual bond can be valued (priced) as = C/K. 

Since these bonds have no maturity, issuer would not be buying back these bonds. Therefore, 

an investor buying these bonds, have to sell them in the market.  

Callable Bonds and Yield to Call 

When firms issue a bond, they are usually at face value. This obviously means the coupon rate 

is around the prevailing interest rate (k) in the economy. There are situations, mostly true for 

long tenure bonds, when after the issue of bonds, the market interest rates fall substantially. 

Thus in comparison with the low rates in the market, the firm ends up paying large coupon 

outflows. Therefore, the firm considers replacing high coupon bonds with lower coupon bonds. 

To facilitate replacing the bonds with a lower coupon rate, the issuer would introduce a call 

feature in the bond indenture document. This would give right to the issuer to call back the 

bonds when interest rates fall & in that case, the issuer has to compensate the investor by 

paying a premium over face value on the day the money is returned to investor. 

Now the investor will recalculate his actual yield by matching the actual price paid on the bond 

issue date with the present value of actual inflows received on the date when the bond was 

called and money returned by the firm (inclusive of call premium). That rate which matches 
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actual price paid with present value of actual cash inflows received as of that day when the 

bond is called, is referred as Yield to Call. 

The yield to call (YTC) is calculated exactly the same way as YTM, except that 1) The call 

premium is added to the face value, and 2) The first call date is used instead of the maturity 

date. Also note that YTC would always be greater than the actual yield expected by the investor 

while purchasing the bond. This increased yield arises out of receipt of Premium paid by the 

issuer. 

YTM and the Realized Yield 

The expected yield ‘k’ is estimated at the time of investing in a bond. This is usually, the YTM 

of the bond since at the time of investment, we would match the current bond price with 

present value of all the cash flows till maturity. Therefore, after purchase, we would strive to 

reinvest all the coupons at ‘k’ or above. 

The realized yield is the actual yield earned on a bond investment which we calculate after 

receiving all the bond proceeds at the end of the holding period by matching the actual price 

paid against actual bond price proceeds 

 

Valuation of Convertible Preference  

a. Preference Share Valuation 

The straight value i.e. intrinsic value of preference share with no conversion option is Dp / 

kp 

b. Convertible Preference Share Valuation 

a. First the conversion value of preferred shares would be found out. (Conversion Ratio x 

MPS of equity share) 

b. The investor would also find the straight value i.e. intrinsic value of preference shares 

as if no conversion option exists. (Dp / kp ) 

c. The maximum of the above (a) and (b) – also called as ‘theoretical/fair value’ of 

convertible, is compared with market price of the convertible that trades in the market. If the 

market price of convertible is greater, then it is said to be trading at premium, else discount.  

 

Example: [June 2009] 

Consider a 5 year and a 20 year bond: 
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We can see that PV of coupon changes are more in a long maturity bond than the short 

maturity bond. As regards changes in PV of FV, it is exactly the opposite. 

 

Duration of a bond 

Duration is defined as weighted discounted payback period of the bond. It tells us when, we 

would receive our invested money back though we may not be disposing off our investment . 

In a zero coupon bond the only cash inflow is at maturity. Therefore, duration of a zero-coupon 

bond is equal to ‘n’ i.e. years to maturity. In a Coupon Bond, we receive intermediate coupons 

and we also derive reinvestment income out of it and hence we receive our invested amount 

(B0) before maturity. Therefore, duration of a coupon bond is always less than maturity.  
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Duration of a bond portfolio 

Consider that we have a portfolio of bonds; then the duration of the portfolio is nothing but 

the weighted average of the duration of the individual securities where the weights 

representing the proportion invested in each security. 

If Yield is 10%

Bond A Bond B

Coupon Tenure Yield Coupon Tenure Yield

10% 5 10% 10% 20% 10%

Price of Bond 

PV of Coupons PV of FV Total PV of Coupons PV of FV Total

Break-up ₹ 316.99 ₹ 683.01 ₹ 1,000.00 ₹ 836.49 ₹ 163.51 ₹ 1,000.00

If Yield rises by 12%:

Bond A Bond B

Coupon Tenure Yield Coupon Tenure Yield

10% 5 12% 10% 20% 12%

Price of Bond 

PV of Coupons PV of FV Total PV of Coupons PV of FV Total

Break-up ₹ 303.74 ₹ 624.17 ₹ 927.91 ₹ 736.58 ₹ 114.03 ₹ 850.61

Change in PV of Coupons ₹ -13.25 18.4% ₹ -99.91 66.9%

Change in PV of FV ₹ -58.84 81.6% ₹ -49.48 33.1%

Total Change ₹ -72.09 ₹ -149.39

₹ 1,000.00 ₹ 1,000.00

₹ 927.91 ₹ 850.61
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Factors that affect Duration 

Coupons  

A coupon received in a bond per se reduces its duration, as some cash flows are received 

prior to maturity. Duration decreases with increase in coupon rates. This is because we would 

be getting comparatively higher cash flows and also our re-investment income increases.  

Maturity 

Three cash flows decide the duration of the bond.  

1. Coupons,  

2. Reinvestment Income  

3. Face Value of the bond 

The largest component of the above is the face value, especially so in a short maturity bond. 

Now as maturity increases, the due date of receipt of face value is pushed beyond and hence 

duration too increases. Therefore, the duration increases as bond's maturity increases and 

vice versa. 

Yield (YTM) 

Duration is inversely proportional to yield (YTM). This is because, as yield increases, we would 

be re-investing our coupons at a slightly higher rate thereby we would be receiving our initial 

investment earlier than schedule. Hence duration decreases. On the same lines, when yield 

falls, duration increases. 

Summary 

1. The duration of a zero coupon bond is equal to its maturity; because of no intermediate 

cash flows;  

2. Holding maturity constant, a bond’s duration is higher when the coupon rate is lower, 

because higher the coupon, earlier we recover our price. 

3. Holding coupon rate constant, a bond’s duration increases with time to maturity; longer 

the tenure, duration will be longer. 

4. Holding other features constant, the duration of coupon bond is higher when YTM is lower. 

This is because, when yields fall, our reinvestment income decreases which tends to 

decrease the duration. 
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Duration as a measure of Interest Rate Risk 

We use the concept of weighted discounted pay-back period to calculate duration, but the real 

purpose of duration is to measure Interest Rate Risk. Interest Rate Risk is defined as, rate of 

change of bond price with respect change in yield (k).  

Volatility is the other name for risk. Risk in bond investment refers to uncertainty about 

receiving the invested money i.e. the bond price. Knowing that coupons & face value do not 

change once issued, it is the value of ‘k’, the yield which can cause change in Bond Price. 

Therefore, the risk of not receiving the bond price results from change in the value of ‘k’. 

Therefore, we need to find change in bond price with respect to change in the value of k. 

The Bond Price Equation B0 has four variables i.e. C, Bn, n and k. Of these C, Bn& n do not 

change once issued. Thus if we take the first derivative of the bond price equation with respect 

to k, we would get the required answer for volatility i.e. dBo dk⁄ . 

Horizon Analysis 

Every investor decides an investment period based on his objectives and commitments. This 

investment period is referred to as the horizon period of investment or investment horizon. 

The investor has many securities available for investment in the market but all securities will 

not have maturity matching with the horizon period of investment. Therefore, the horizon date 

may or may not correspond to the maturity date of the instruments invested. Horizon analysis 

is the analysis of a security or portfolio’s total returns over a period of time, where the investor 

assesses the performance of securities invested under different levels of risk, market yields 

and return expectations.  

In the Horizon Analysis, the investor makes an assumption about the reinvestment rate 

expected to prevail over the planned investment horizon. The investor may also make an 

assumption about the yield to maturity expected to prevail at the end of the planned 

investment horizon, which in turn is used to estimate the price of the bond at that time. 

Based on the assumption and estimates the investor goes on to invest in the securities 

decided with an estimated YTM. If the market behaves exactly the way it was thought out to 

be, then the coupons would be reinvested at the indicated YTM rate, and the investor would 

earn the stated YTM. Obviously, if the conditions outlined do not occur, the actual yield will 

differ from the expected yield. 

Term structure of interest rates (Yield curve) 

It is the relationship between yield to maturity and term to maturity, for a level of risk. Term 

structure of interest rates is depicted graphically by the yield curve, which is usually a graph of 

government’s treasury instruments of different yields and different terms to maturity. It is the 

graphical depiction of the relationship between the yield on bonds of the same credit quality but 

different maturities is known as the yield curve. In the past, most investors have constructed yield 

curves from observations of prices and yields in the Treasury market. Two factors account for this 
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tendency. First, Treasury securities are free of default risk, and differences in credit worthiness 

do not affect yields. Therefore, these instruments are directly comparable. Second, as the largest 

and most active bond market, the Treasury market offers the fewest problems of illiquidity or 

infrequent trading. The use of government’s treasury instruments allows one to examine the 

relationship between yield and maturity, holding risk constant. The yield curve depicts this 

relationship at one point in time only. 

There are three main patterns created by the term structure of interest rates:  

1) Normal Yield Curve:  

As its name indicates, this is the yield curve shape that forms 

during normal market conditions, wherein investors generally 

believe that there will be no significant changes in the 

economy, such as in inflation rates, and that the economy will 

continue to grow at a normal rate. During such conditions, 

investors expect higher yields for fixed income instruments 

with long-term maturities that occur farther into the future.  

 

2) Flat Yield Curve:  

These curves indicate that the market environment is sending 

mixed signals to investors, who are interpreting interest rate 

movements in various ways. During such an environment, it is 

difficult for the market to determine whether interest rates will 

move significantly in either direction farther into the future. A flat 

yield curve usually occurs when the market is making a transition 

that emits different but simultaneous indications of what interest 

rates will do. In other words, there may be some signals that 

short-term interest rates will rise and other signals that long-term interest rates will fall. This 

condition will create a curve that is flatter than its normal positive slope.  

 3) Inverted Yield Curve:  

These yield curves are rare, and they form during extraordinary 

market conditions wherein the expectations of investors are 

completely the inverse of those demonstrated by the normal 

yield curve. In such abnormal market environments, bonds with 

maturity dates further into the future are expected to offer lower 

yields than bonds with shorter maturities. The inverted yield 

curve indicates that the market currently expects interest rates 

to decline as time moves farther into the future, which in turn 

means the market expects yields of long-term bonds to decline. Remember, also, that as 

interest rates decrease, bond prices increase, and yields decline.  

 

Fixed Income Portfolio Management 

 

A fixed income portfolio manager may manage funds against a bond market index or against 

the client’s liabilities. In the former chief concern is performance relative the selected bond 
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index. In the latter it is the performance in funding the payment of liabilities (asset/liability 

management). Broadly, the following activities form the basis of any fixed income portfolio 

management: 

• Setting the objective with constraints 

• Developing the portfolio strategy – active or passive 

• Implement the strategy which involves selection of appropriate securities/assets and 

invest 

• Monitor the portfolio 

• Adjust the portfolio if required 

Swaps 

A portfolio manager’s exchange of an existing bond or set of bonds for a different issue is a 

bond swap. Bond Swap are usually intended to do one of four things. 

a. Increase current income. 

b. Increase yield to maturity. 

c. Improve the potential for price appreciation with a decline in interest rates.  

d. Establish losses to offset capital gains or taxable income. 

We have four main types of swaps. They are: 

Name of the swap Strategy Assumption 

Substitution swap Two bonds that are 

otherwise identical (or 

very close) sell at slightly 

different prices at some 

point in time. Swap into 

the higher yielding bond 

for a potential capital 

gain. 

Assumes that the 

yield of the higher 

yielding bond will 

decline to that of the 

other bond. 

 

Yield pickup swap Sell a lower yielding bond 

and buy a higher yielding 

bond of the same quality 

and maturity. 

None 
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Name of the swap Strategy Assumption 

Rate anticipation swap When interest rates are 

expected to rise (fall), 

swaps are made into short 

(long) maturity bonds (or 

cash). 

Assumes a change in 

interest rates. 

Intermarket spread (sector) swap Exploit expected changes 

in yield spread 

relationships among 

various sectors of the 

market. 

Assumes some 

misalignment 

between sectors of 

the market (e.g., 

between Treasuries 

and utilities). 

 

Re-issue the Bonds  

Circumstances under which an issuer decides to Re-issue the Bonds. 

Any company would face increased opportunity costs when interest rates decrease, especially 

when the company had sourced funds by issuing bonds at a higher rate earlier. The best way 

to overcome these costs is to consider replacing the current bonds (or refund the bonds) with 

new bonds called re-issue of bonds. When a company refunds a bond issue, whether it is 

financially viable to refund a bond issue depends on many factors, including the magnitude of 

the decline in interest rates, the call premium, flotation costs, overlapping interest and the 

corporate tax rate, and all of these factors should be considered in the decision-making 

process 

Benefits arising out of re-issue are weighed against costs arising out of issue. If benefits, 

exceed costs, the issuer decides to re-issue, else not. The table below summarizes the 

benefits and costs and if benefits exceed costs, the company would proceed with re-issue of 

bonds. 
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Analysis of Bond Refund /Bond –Reissue 

 Benefits  Costs 

A PV of differential interest savings I After tax cost of call 

premium 

B PV of tax savings on amortization of floatation 

costs of new bonds 

II Floatation cost of new 

bond 

C PV of differential tax savings from amortization 

of discount cost of old bonds 

III Overlapping interest 

D PV of differential tax savings from amortization 

of floatation cost of old bonds 

IV Any other refunding costs 

Decision: If [A + B + C + D] > [I + II + III + IV], then the firm can go for re-issue. 
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  PROBLEMS   

1. Find the price of a Bond A, which pays coupon 10%, has a maturity of five years and 

returns FV of `1000 at the end of maturity. Assume the yield to be 10% 

2. Find the price of a Bond B, which pays coupon 10%, has a maturity of five years and 

returns FV of `1000 at the end of maturity. Assume the yield to be 8% 

3. Find the price of a Bond C, which pays coupon 10%, has a maturity of five years and 

returns FV of `1000 at the end of maturity. Assume the yield to be 12% 

4. Evaluate the results of Bonds A, B and C. 

5. Consider Bond A – listed above, available to be purchased from the market at ₹950. 

What is the YTM on the bond at this price? Discuss. Calculate YTM using approximate 

formula. What is the Current Yield of the bond? 

6. An investor is considering the purchase of the following Bond. Find its price. 

Face Value   ₹1000 

Coupon Rate  8% 

Maturity   3 years 

Expected Return 15% 

7. An investor is considering the purchase of the following Bond: 

Face Value   ₹ 100 

Coupon Rate  11% 

Maturity   3 years 

If the Bond is selling for  ₹ 97.60, what would be YTM? [NOV 2009] 

8. Bright Computers Limited is planning to issue a debenture series with a face value of 

₹1,000 each for a term of 10 years with the following coupon rates. [MAY 2016] 

Years Rates 

1-4 8% 

5-8 9% 

9-10 13% 

The current market rate on similar debenture is 15% p.a. The company proposes to price 

the issue in such a way that a yield of 16% compounded rate of return is received by the 

investors. The redeemable price of the debenture will be at 10% premium on maturity. 

What should be the issue price of debenture? 

PVIF(16%,n) = 0.862, 0.743, 0.641, 0.552, 0.476, 0.410, 0.354, 0.305, 0.263, 0.227  
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9. Based on the credit rating of the bonds, A has decided to apply the following discount 

rattes for valuing bonds: [NOV 2011] 

Credit Rating Discount Rate 

AAA 364-day T-bill rate + 3% spread 

AA AAA + 2% spread 

A AAA + 3% spread 

He is considering to invest in a AA rated  ₹1,000 face value bond currently selling at  

₹1,025.86. The bond has five years to maturity and the coupon rate on the bond is 15 

percent per annum payable annually. The next interest payment is due one year from today 

and the bond is redeemable at par. (Assume the 364-day T-bill rate to be 9 percent). 

You are required to : 

a) Is the given price, intrinsic value of the bond? 

b) If not, calculate the intrinsic value of the bond for A.  

c) Should A, invest in the bond? 

d) Calculate the Current Yield (CY) 

e) What is the Yield to Maturity (YTM) of the bond. 

f) What is the difference between (e) and the yield used to calculate intrinsic value? 

10. Calculate the price of a semi-annual bond with coupon = 10%, years to maturity = 5 

years, face value =  ₹1000 and yield to maturity is 10% 

11. A bond with 7.5% coupon interest - payable half yearly, Face Value  ₹10,000 & Term to 

maturity of 2 years is traded in the market. Find the Market Price of the bond if the yield 

is 6%. [NOV 2010] 

12. On 31st March, 2013 the following information about Bonds is available: [MAY 2015] 

Name of 

Security 

Face Value  

₹ 

Maturity Date Coupon 

Rate 

Coupon Date(S) 

Zero Coupon 10,000 31st March 

2023 

N.A. N.A. 

10.71% GOI 

2023 

100 31st March 

2023 

10.71 31st March 

10% GOI 2018 100 31st March, 

2018 

10.00 31st March & 

30th  September 
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Calculate : 

a) If 10 years yield is 7.5% p.a. what price the Zero Coupon Bond would fetch on 31st 

March, 2013?  

b) If 10.71% GOI 2023 Bond having yield to maturity is 8%, what price would it fetch on 

April 1, 2013 (after coupon payment on 31st March)? 

c) If 10% GOI 2018 Bond having yield to maturity is 8%, what price would it fetch on April 

1, 2013 (after coupon payment on 31st March)? 

13. A 10% Government of India bond is currently quoted at  ₹110. What is the nature of this 

bond? At what yield it is quoting? Calculate Market Price of bond if the yield is expected 

to go up by 1%. [NOV 2010] 

14. ABC Ltd. recently issued 5-year bonds. The bonds pay an annual coupon rate of 10 

percent. The bonds are callable in 3 years at a call price equal to 5 percent premium to 

par value. The par value of the bonds is ₹1,000. If the yield to maturity is 10 percent, 

what is the price of the bond today and what is Yield to Call? 

15. Consider a bond with face value 1000, paying coupon 10% with 5 years to maturity. 

Explain the process of how the coupons are received and invested. Assume that YTM is 

10%. Bring out the concept of Realized Yield. 

16. With respect to the above example explain all the risks present in a bond investment.  

17. Consider a bond with face value 1000, paying coupon 10% with 5 years to maturity. 

Assume that YTM is 10%. Calculate the duration of this bond. 

18. Consider a bond with face value 1000, paying no coupons with 5 years to maturity. 

Assume that YTM is 10%. Calculate the duration of this bond. 

19. Consider a bond with face value 1000, paying coupon 8% with 6 years to maturity. 

Assume that YTM is 8%. Calculate the duration of this bond.  [NOV 2015] [NOV 2016] 

20. Consider a bond with face value 1000, paying coupon 10% semi-annually with 5 years 

to maturity. Assume that YTM is 10%. Calculate the duration of this bond. 

21. Find the current market price of a bond having face value of  ₹ One lakh, redeemable 

after 6 years maturity with YTM at 8% payable annually and duration = 4.9927 years.  

22. XL Ispat Ltd. has made an issue of 14 percent non-convertible debentures on January 1, 

2007. These debentures have a face value of ₹ 100 and are currently traded in the 

market at a price of ₹ 90. Interest on these NCDs will be paid through post-dated cheques 

dated June 30 and December 31. Interest payments for the first 3 years will be paid in 

advance through post-dated cheques while for the last 2 years, post-dated cheques will 

be issued at the third year. The bond is redeemable at par on December 31, 2011 at the 

end of 5 years. [NOV 2008] 

Required: 

1. Estimate the YTM of the debenture,  

2. Calculate the duration of the NCD. 
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3. Assuming that intermediate coupon payments are, not available for reinvestment 

calculate the realized yield on the NCD. 

23. An inflow of ₹25 lakhs is to be invested in the following bond portfolio in the percentages 

specified. 

Bond % of money invested Duration of the bond 

1 10 7 

2 27 6 

3 22 9 

4 35 2 

5 6 8 

1. Calculate the duration of the bond portfolio.  

2. Calculate the volatility of the portfolio if the prevailing yield if 9%. 

3. What will be the possible gains/losses in the portfolio if yield is expected to rise by 

1%? 

24. A portfolio manager has an obligation to return money to his investors of ₹1469.33 in 5 

years for every ₹ 1000 collected. He invests in a bond of 6 years’ maturity paying a 

coupon of 8% and trading at par value of ₹ 1000. Show the result by calculating bond 

proceeds when yield changes to 7% and when yield changes to 9%. Explain the effects 

of price and reinvestment risks and the result of immunization. 

25. Mr. A will need ₹1,00,000 after two years for which he wants to make one-time necessary 

investment now. He has a choice of two types of bonds. Their details are as below: [NOV 

2015] 

 Bond X Bond Y 

Face value  ₹ 1,000  ₹ 1,000 

Coupon 7% payable annually 8% payable annually 

Years to maturity 1 4 

Current price  ₹ 972.73  ₹ 936.52 

Current yield 10% 10% 

Advise Mr. A whether he should invest all his money in one type of bond or he should buy 

both the bonds and, if so, in which quantity? Assume that there will not be any call risk 

or default risk. 
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26. The following data are available for three bonds A, B and C. These bonds are used by a 

bond portfolio manager to fund an outflow scheduled in 6 years. Current yield is 9%. All 

bonds have face value of ₹100 each and will be redeemed at par. Interest is payable 

annually. [NOV 2018] 

Bond 
Maturity 

(Years) 

Coupon 

Rate 

A 10 10% 

B 8 11% 

C 5 9% 

a) Calculate the duration of each bond. [HW: 6.86 years, 5.84 years and 4.24 years 

respectively] 

b) The bond portfolio manager has been asked to keep 45% of the portfolio money in 

Bond A. Calculate the percentage amount to be invested in bonds B and C that need to 

be purchased to immunize the portfolio. 

c) After the portfolio has been formulated, an interest rate change occurs, increasing 

the yield to 11%. The new durations of these bonds are: Bond A = 6.65 years, Bond B = 

5.71 years and Bond C = 4.21 years  

[Given in question paper as 7.15, 6.03 and 4.27 respectively - INCORRECT] 

Is the portfolio still immunized? Why or why not? 

d) Determine the new percentage of B and C bonds that are needed to immunize the 

portfolio. Bond A remaining at 45% of the portfolio. 

 

Present value for 9% as given below can be used: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

0.917 0.842 0.772 0.708 0.650 0.596 0.547 0.542 0.460 0.424 

27. A portfolio manager has an obligation to return money to his investors of ₹19487 in 7 

years for every ₹ 10000 collected. Two instruments are chosen. A 3-year ZCB and a 

perpetual bond quoting at par with market yield of 10% is available. How he can 

immunize his obligation? What % of collected money should be invested in ZCB and the 

perpetuity? 

28. If the 1-year spot is 6.5%, the 2-year spot is 7.5% and the three year spot rate is 10%, 

find 1 year forward, starting two years from today and 1 year forward, starting one year 

from today? 
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29. The following is the yield structure of AAA rated debenture: [NOV 2008] 

Period Yield % 

3 Months 8.5% 

6 Months 9.25% 

1 Year 10.5% 

2 Years 11.25% 

3 Years and above 12% 

Based on the expectation theory calculate the implicit one-year forward rates in year 2 

and year 3. 

If the interest rate increases by 50 basis points, what will be the percentage change in 

the price of the bond having a maturity of 5 years? Assume that the bond is fairly priced 

at the moment at ₹ 1,000. 

30. Consider the following data for Government Securities: [MAY 2010] 

Face Value ( ₹) Interest Rate % Maturity (Years) Current Price ( ₹) 

1,00,000 0 1 91,743 

1,00,000 10.5 2 1,00,963 

1,00,000 11.0 3 1,01,097 

Calculate the forward interest rates. 

31. ABC Ltd. issued 9%, 3 year Bonds of  ₹1,000/- each. Currently one year forward rate of 

interest is 12%. Next year, it is expected that it will fall by 75 basis points and further by 

50 basis points for every next year in future. Calculate Intrinsic value of bond. [NOV 

2013] [NOV 2018 - O] 

32. Tangent Ltd. is considering calling ₹3 crores of 30 years, ₹1,000 bond issued 5 years 

ago with a coupon interest rate of 14 per cent. The bonds have a call price of ₹1,150 

and had initially collected proceeds of ₹ 2.91 crores since a discount of ₹30 per bond 

was offered. The initial floating cost was ₹3,90,000. The company intends to sell ₹3 

crores of 12 per cent coupon rate, 25 years bonds to raise funds for retiring the old 

bonds. It proposes to sell the new bonds at their par value of ₹1,000. The estimated 

floatation cost is ₹4,25,000. The company is paying 40% tax and its after tax cost of debt 

is 8 per cent. As the new bonds must first be sold and then their proceeds to be used to 

retire the old bonds, the company expects a two months period of overlapping interest 

during which interest must be paid on both the old and the new bonds. You are required 

to evaluate the bond retiring decision. (PVIFA 8%, 25 = 10.675) [NOV 2018] [JUNE 2009] 

[MAY 2013] 
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33. The following data is related to 8.5% 5 year, Fully Convertible (into 40 Equity Shares) 

Debentures issued by JAC Ltd. At ₹ 1000. Calculate the following. [NOV 2008]* [NOV 

2011][NOV 2016][MAY 2018] 

Market Price of Debenture ₹ 1080 

Market Price of Equity share  ₹ 25 

Expected Dividend Per Share ₹ 1 

a. Conversion ratio 

b. Conversion Price 

c. Market Conversion Price 

d. Conversion Value/Stock Value 

e. Conversion Premium 

f. Ratio of Conversion Premium 

g. Conversion Parity 

h. Straight Value (SV) assuming that non-convertible trades at a yield of 8%. 

i. % of Downside Risk 

j. Premium over SV 

k. Favourable Income per share 

l. Premium Payback Period 

34. Sabanam Ltd. has issued convertible debentures with coupon rate 11%. Each debenture 

has an option to convert to 16 equity shares at any time until the date of maturity. 

Debentures will be redeemed at ₹100 on maturity of 5 years. An investor generally requires 

a rate of return of 8% p.a. on a 5-year security. As an advisor, when will you advise the 

investor to exercise conversion for given market price of the equity share of (a) ₹5 (b) ₹6 

and (c) ₹7.10 PVIFA (8%,5) = 3.993 and PVIF (8%,5) = 0.681   [MAY 2018] 

35. Find the premium of convertible preference shares, when it is quoting at  ₹158. The terms 

are each preference entitles 10% dividend and offers investors conversion of 4 shares for 

every  ₹100 shares. The MPS of equity is  ₹ 38. Assume expected yield of 8%.   

36. XYZ Company has current earnings of  ₹ 3 per share with 500000 shares outstanding. The 

Company plans to issue 40,000, 7% convertible preference shares of  ₹ 50 each at par. 

The preference shares are convertible into 2 shares for each preference shares held. The 

equity share has a current market price of  ₹ 21 per share. [NOV 2009] 

a. What is preference shares’ conversion value? 

b. What is conversion premium? 

Assuming that total earnings remain the same, calculate the effect of the issue on the 

basic earnings per share (a) before conversion (b) after conversion. 
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  PROBLEMS FOR PRACTICE   

1. Consider a semiannual bond giving 12% coupon (FV  ₹1000) with tenure of 10 years. If 

the current price is  ₹1100, find the YTM.  

[Answer: 10.3699%] 

2. Consider an annual bond giving 8% coupon (FV  ₹1000) with tenure of 5 years. What is 

the implied YTM if the current yield is 8.21%?  

[Answer: 8.65%] 

3. Consider a semiannual bond (FV  ₹1000) carrying a YTM of 10.5883% with tenure of 7 

years. If the current price is  ₹1020. Find the current yield. 

[Answer: 10.78%] 

4. Consider an annual bond giving 11% coupon (FV  ₹1000) with tenure of 10 years. If the 

current price is  ₹1175, find the YTM? If the bond has a provision to be called, with a 

premium of  ₹90 per bond after 5 years can an investor expect Yield to call or Yield to 

Maturity? 

[Answer: YTM = 8.35% and YTC = 8.13%] 

5. Consider an annual bond giving 9% coupon (FV  ₹1000) with tenure of 15 years. If the 

YTM of this bond today is 8.5%, if the investor wants to buy this bond with 10% yield after 

5 years, what price he would pay? 

[Answer: Price today =  ₹1041.52, Price 5 years hence =  ₹ 938.96] 

6. Consider an annual bond giving 8% coupon (FV  ₹1000) with tenure of 9 years. If the 

price of the bond  ₹901.40 what is the current yield and the YTM of this bond today? 

What is the capital gains / capital loss in year 1? 

[Answer: CY = 8.88%, YTM = 9.7%, Capital Gains = 7.20] 

37. M/s Agfa Industries is planning to issue a debenture series on the following terms:  

Face value  ₹ 100; Term of maturity–10 years; Yearly coupon rate: 

Years % 

1-4 9% 

5-8 10% 

9-10 14% 

The current market rate on similar debentures is 15 per cent per annum. The Company 

proposes to price the issue in such a manner that it can yield 16 per cent compounded 

rate of return to the investors. The Company also proposes to redeem the debentures at 

5 per cent premium on maturity. Determine the issue price of the debentures.  

[Answer: 71.33] 
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7. A semi-annual bond is today trading at 93.302% of its face value of  ₹1000. If the bond 

can be redeemed after 4 years and the yield on similar bonds is quoting at 8% per 

annum, what is the annual coupon rate of the bond? Strictly, round off all calculations 

to three decimals only. Round off the final answer to an integer.  

[Answer:  ₹6%] 

8. Two bonds with face value of 1000 are available for trading today: 

Bond A: B0 = 1000, Coupon 8%, Maturity 3 years, Coupon Frequency = 1 p.a.  

Bond B: Coupon 14%, Maturity 3 years, Coupon Frequency = 2 p.a.  

Find the price and the duration of Bond B. 

[Answer:  ₹11.57.26, 2.59 Years] 

9. Calculate duration of Bond 1 and Bond 2.Assume both the bonds pay principal at their 

maturity. 

Bond 1: 4-year, 9% annual coupon bond with a principal of  ₹1000 trading at par. 

Bond 2: 4-year, zero coupon bond with a principal of  ₹1000 and priced at  ₹708.42 to 

yield 9%. 

Also calculate change in prices of both bonds using duration if yield rises by 2%. 

Comment. 

 1 2 3 4 

PVIF for 9% 0.917 0.842 0.772 0.708 

[Answer: Bond 1: 3.53 years, –6.48%. Bond 2: 4 Years, –7.34%] 

10. The duration for a bond paying semi-annual coupon is 6.72 years for a maturity of 10 

years. If the YTM bond is 12 .5% with a coupon rate of 11% and the face value is  ₹100, 

what is the modified duration of the bond? 

[Answer: 6.32 years] 

11. Rank the bonds in the descending order of duration: 

Bond Coupon % Time to Maturity YTM % 

A 15 20 10 

B 15 15 10 

C 0 20 10 

D 8 20 10 

E 15 15 15 

[Answer: C, D, A, B, E] 
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12. Compute the duration of the portfolio of the three bonds, if we invest in proportion to 

their market prices: 

Bond 1: 10%, 5-year, ₹100 FV, quoting at FV, having duration of 3.861 

Bond 2: 8%, 15-year, ₹100 FV, quoting at ₹84.65 having duration of 8.047 

Bond 3: 14%, 30-year, ₹100 FV, quoting at ₹137.90 having duration of 9.168 

 [Answer: 7.23 years] 

13. A bank invested ₹50 million in a two-year asset paying 10 percent interest per year and 

simultaneously issued a ₹50 million, one-year liability paying 8 percent interest per year. 

The liability will be rolled over after one year at the current market rate. What will be the 

bank’s net interest income (NII) if at the end of the first year all interest rates have 

increased by 1 percent (100 basis points)? 

[Answer: The bank’s NII decreases in year 2 by ₹500,000 as the result of reinvestment 

risk.] 

14. Two bonds are available for purchase in the financial markets. The first bond is a two-

year, $1,000 bond that pays an annual coupon of 10 percent. The second bond is a two-

year, $1,000, zero-coupon bond.  

i. What is the duration of the coupon bond if the current yield-to-maturity is 8 

percent?10 percent? 12 percent? 

ii. What is the duration of the coupon bond if the current yield-to-maturity is 8 

percent?10 percent? 12 percent? 

iii. How does the change in the current yield to maturity affect the duration of this 

coupon bond? Zero Coupon Bond? 

[Answer:  

i) 1.9106 years, 1.9091 years, 1.9076 years 

ii) 2 years, 2 years, 2 years 

iii) Increasing the yield to maturity decreases the duration of the bond, Changing the 

yield to maturity does not affect the duration of the zero-coupon bond.] 

15. What is the duration of a five-year, $1,000 Treasury bond with a 10 percent semiannual 

coupon selling at par? Selling with a yield to maturity of 12 percent? 14 percent?  What 

is the relationship between yield and duration? 

[Answer: 4.059 years, 4.0113 years, 3.9676 years, As yield increases, duration 

decreases] 

16. Consider three Treasury bonds each of which has a 10 percent semiannual coupon and 

trades at par. a. Calculate the duration for a bond that has a maturity of four years, three 

years, and two years?  

[Answer: 3.3932 years, 2.6647 years, 1.8616 years. As maturity decreases, duration too 

decreases but at a decreasing rate.] 
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17. A six-year, ₹10,000 bond pays 6 percent interest annually and has a 6 percent yield to 

maturity. What is the duration of the bond? What would be the duration if interest were 

paid semiannually? What is the relationship of duration to the relative frequency of 

interest payments?  

[Answer: 5.2124 years, 5.1263 years. Duration decreases as the frequency of payments 

increases. This relationship occurs because (a) cash is being received more quickly, and 

(b) reinvestment income will occur more quickly from the earlier cash flows.]  

18. A mutual fund is analyzing three bonds and is using duration as the measure of interest 

rate risk. All three bonds trade at a yield to maturity of 10 percent, have ₹10,000 par 

values, and have five years to maturity. The bonds differ only in the amount of annual 

coupon interest that they pay: 8, 10, and 12 percent. What is the duration for each five-

year bond? What is the relationship between duration and the amount of coupon interest 

that is paid? 

[Answer: 4.2814 years, 4.1699 years, 4.0740 years. Duration decreases as the amount 

of coupon interest increases.] 

19. Calculate the duration of a two-year, ₹1,000 bond that pays an annual coupon of 10 

percent and trades at a yield of 14 percent. What is the expected change in the price of 

the bond if interest rates decline by 0.50 percent (50 basis points)?  

[Answer: 1.9061 years; Expected change in price = –1.9061 x 0.005/1.14 x Price 

₹934.13 = –₹7.81; bond price will fall approximately by ₹7.81] 

20. The duration of an 11-year, ₹1,000 Treasury bond paying a 10 percent semiannual 

coupon and selling at par has been estimated at 6.763 years. a. What is the modified 

duration of the bond? 

[Answer: 6.441 years]  

21. Suppose you purchase a six-year, 8 percent coupon bond (paid annually) that is priced 

to yield 9 percent. The face value of the bond is ₹1,000. Find the duration of the bond. 

[Answer: 4.97 years]  

22. Suppose you purchase a five-year, 15 percent coupon bond (paid annually) that is priced 

to yield 9 percent. The face value of the bond is ₹1,000.  

i. Show that the duration of this bond is equal to four years approximately.  

ii.Assume that you hold this bond for four years. What is the receipt on redemption at 

the end of four years assuming that all coupons are reinvested at 10%? Show that at 

the end of your investment horizon of four years from today, you will realize a yield of 

9% on your investment. 

iii.Now continue to assume that you hold this bond for four years. What is the receipt 

on redemption at the end of four years assuming that all coupons are reinvested at 

8%? Show that at the end of your investment horizon of four years from today, you 

will still realize a yield of 9% on your investment. 

iv.Interpret the results 

[Answer: Refer Notes]  
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23. Bank B has assets composed solely of a 7-year, 12 percent zero-coupon bond (ZCB) with 

a current (market) value of ₹894,006.20 and a maturity (principal) value of 

₹1,976,362.88. The bond is financed with a 10-year, 8.275 percent coupon ₹1,000,000 

face value CD with a yield to maturity of 10 percent. The loan and the CDs pay interest 

annually, with principal due at maturity. For Bank B, show that the duration of CD is equal 

to duration of ZCB. 

 [Answer: Both duration = 7 years]  

24. The following information is available (amounts in thousands of $ and duration in years) 

for a financial institution:  

Assets Liabilities 

Particulars Amount $ Duration Particulars Amount $ Duration 

T-bills 90 0.50 Deposits 2,092 1.00 

T-notes 55 0.90 Federal 

funds 

238 0.01 

T-bonds 176 x Equity 715  

Loans 2,724 7.00    

Treasury bonds are five-year maturities paying 6 percent semiannually and selling at par.  

i. What is the duration of the T-bond portfolio?  

ii. What is the duration of all the assets?  

iii. What is the duration of all the liabilities?  

[Answer: Duration = 4.3931 years, 6.5470 years, 0.8989 years ]  

25. A firm has a bond outstanding ₹3,00,00,000. The bond has 12 years remaining until 

maturity, has a 12.5 per cent coupon and is callable at ₹1,050 per bond; it had floatation 

costs of ₹4,20.000, which are being amortized at ₹30,000 annually. The flotation costs 

for a new issue will be ₹9,00,000 and the current interest rate will be 10 per cent. The 

after-tax cost of the debt is 6 per cent. Should the firm refund the outstanding debt? 

Show detailed workings. Consider Corporate Income-tax rate at 50%.   

[Answer: NPV of refunding = ₹18,62,640; Firm should go for re-issue. ]  

26. M/s. Transindia Ltd. is contemplating calling ₹3 crores of 30 year's, ₹1,000 bond issued 

5 years ago with a coupon interest rate of 14 percent. The bonds have a call price of 

₹1,140 and had initially collected proceeds of ₹2.91 crores due to a discount of ₹30 per 

bond. The initial floating cost was ₹3,60,000. The Company intends to sell ₹3 crores of 

12 per cent coupon rates, 25 years bonds to raise funds for retiring the old bonds. It 

proposes to sell the new bonds at their par value of ₹1,000. The estimated floatation 

cost is ₹4,00,000. The company is paying 40% tax and its after cost of debt is 8 per cent. 

As the new bonds must first be sold and their proceeds, then used to retire old bonds, 

the company expects a two months period of overlapping interest during which interest 
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must be paid on both the old and new bonds. What is the feasibility of refunding bonds? 

[Answer: NPV of refunding = ₹8,11,902; Firm should go for re-issue. ]  

27. Anil Ltd. is considering offering a new ₹40 million bond issue to replace an outstanding 

₹40 million bond issue. The firm is in the 40 percent tax bracket. The outstanding bonds 

have a ₹1,000 par value and a 10 percent coupon interest rate. They were issued five 

years ago with a 25-year maturity. They were initially sold at a ₹25 per bond discount, 

and a ₹200,000 flotation cost was incurred. They are callable at ₹1,150. The new bonds 

would have a 20-year maturity, a par value of ₹1,000, and a 7.5 percent coupon interest 

rate. It is expected that these bonds can be sold at par for a flotation cost of ₹250,000. 

The firm expects a 3-month period of overlapping interest while it retires the old bonds. 

If the firm uses its after-tax cost of debt of 5 percent to evaluate low-risk decisions, find 

the net present value (NPV) of the bond-refunding decision. Would you recommend the 

proposed refunding? [Answer: NPV of refunding = –₹5,54,152; Firm should not go for 

re-issue]  

28. If the 1-year spot is 6%, 1 year forward, starting one year from today is 8%, what is 1 year 

forward, starting two years from today, if the three-year spot rate is 9%? [Answer: 

13.12%] 

29. If the 1-year spot is 5%, 1 year forward, starting one year from today is 6.5%, what is two 

years spot rate? [Answer: 5.75%] 

30. If the 1-year spot is 5%, 1 year forward, starting one year from today is 6.5% and 1 year 

forward starting two years from today is 8%, what is three years spot rate? [Answer: 

6.49%] 

31. Assume the following spot rates:  

Year Spot Rate % 

1 5 

2 7 

3 10 

1) Calculate the one-year forward rate over the second year.  

2) Calculate the one-year forward rate over the third year.  

[Answer: 9.04%, 16.25%] 

32. The following is the data related to 9% Fully Convertible (into Equity Shares) debentures 

issued by Delta Ltd. at ₹1,000. 

Market Price of 9% Debentures ₹ 1,000 

Conversion Ratio (No. of Shares) 25 

Straight Value of 9% Debentures ₹ 800 
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Market Price of Equity Share on the date of conversion ₹ 30 

Expected Dividend per share ₹ 1 

Calculate : 

a) Conversion value of Debenture 

b) Market Conversion Price 

c) Conversion Premium per share 

d) Ratio of Conversion Premium 

e) Premium over straight Value of Debenture 

f) Favourable Income Differential per share and 

g) Premium payback period 

[Answer: Refer May 2018 – Old Syllabus] 
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6    

 

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT 
 

 

 

  THEORY    

Objectives of Portfolio Management 

Portfolio Management involves selection of securities, continuous buying & selling of securities in 

the portfolio, to optimize returns with a view to suit the objectives of an investor. Portfolio 

Management Service (PMS) is one of the merchant banking activities recognized by SEBI.  

The objectives of portfolio management can broadly be stated as: 

1. Ensuring Safety & Security of the principal amount invested. 

2. Earning stable income to facilitate planning. 

3. Attaining capital growth on investments by investing in growth securities to earn more than 

average  

4. Ensuring investment in liquid securities  

5. Diversify the investment in various securities across various sectors to reduce risk.  

6. Investing judiciously, so that investor is given income/capital gains to suit his tax status. 

Activities of Portfolio Management 

The activities among other things mainly involve: 

1. Identifying assets / asset classes or securities to invest 

2. Deciding on the proportion of investment in various asset classes based on the objective  

3. Identifying securities within the asset classes 

4. Investing as decided 

The above activities should aim to maximize return and minimize risk. 
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Effective Portfolio Management 

The two basic principles for effective portfolio management are as follows. Adopting these would 

help the portfolio manager decide whether to sell the current holdings or make new purchases 

and to decide on the timing to make these buy and sell transactions. 

1. Investment planning for investing in securities by considering: 

a) Fiscal & monetary policies of the Government of India and the Reserve Bank of India. 

b) Industrial and economic environment and its impact on industry  

2. Constant review of investment by carrying out the following analysis: 

a) Assessment management quality  

b) Financial and trend analysis of companies to identify sound companies with optimum 

capital structure and better performance and to disinvest performance looks bad 

c) The continuous analysis of securities market and its trend  

Risks in Portfolio Management 

Portfolio management involves undertaking several risks relevant while investing. These are 

explained below: 

Purchasing power risk – the risk of inflation reducing the returns on various investments, might 

affect the real return on securities. 

Interest Rate Risk – the rise in the level of interest rates, depresses the prices of fixed income 

instruments and frequently causes lower prices for equities.  

Business Risk – This includes the risks associated with the business cycle. Stock prices tend to 

go down in anticipation of a downturn in the business cycle. Factors affecting the business cycle 

include the impact of monetary policy, changes in technology, and changes in supply of raw 

materials. Attempting to correctly forecast the turning point in a business cycle and the factors 

that affect a business cycle can reduce the business risk. 

Market Risk - The general risk associated with fluctuations in the stock market. When the stock 

market declines most stocks lose value.  

Exchange rate risk – The potential decline in investment value owing to decline in the currency, 

in which the shares or bonds are held, is an important risk. 

Regulatory risk – This is the risk of an unanticipated change in the regulation of factors that affect 

investments such as changes in tax policy. 

Political risk – This is the unanticipated change in investment environment due to a change in 

political parties or a change of view of the current political party. 
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Factors affecting Portfolio Management 

Among several factors we can cite the following factors as more important that would affect 

investment decisions in portfolio management: 

1. Objectives – The nature of return and risk would decide the objective e.g. low risk/ high 

risk; need for income/ capital gain; etc. 

2. Selection of Investment – The asset class where the investment is equally important aimed 

at meeting the objective e.g. bonds or shares; fixed or variable income bearing 

instruments; proportion in these securities; decide on company under each. 

3. Valuation - The very fact whether the security would be overvalued or undervalued for 

investment is a key factor in decision making. Tools like fundamental Analysis which helps 

the portfolio manager, to assess the intrinsic value of the company using industry analysis, 

company analysis, financial analysis, quality of management, shareholding pattern etc. is 

adopted to decide on investments.  

4. Timing -The timing of investment (purchases/sales) is a key decision that affects 

investments decisions to a large extent. 

 

Strategies in Portfolio Management 

Active Strategy involves – 

▪ Out- performing the market with superior returns 

▪ Selecting under-valued assets 

▪ Changing the asset mix frequently 

▪ Aggressive purchase & sale of securities 

▪ Speculation & short-term trading 

Passive Strategy involves – 

▪ A buy-and-hold approach to investment 

▪ Does not aim at outperforming the market 

▪ Selecting large number of securities to reduce risk 

▪ Investing for a long term 

▪ Resorting to portfolio revisions less frequently 

 

Efficient Market 

An efficient market is one in which the market price of a security is an unbiased estimate of its 

intrinsic value. Note that market efficiency does not imply that the market price equals intrinsic 

value at every point in time. All that it says is that the errors in the market prices are unbiased. 
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This means that the price can deviate from the intrinsic value, but the deviations are random and 

uncorrelated with any observable variables. If the deviations of market price from intrinsic value 

are random, it is not possible to consistently identify over or under valued securities.  

In an efficient market, prices reflect information quickly and accurately. Investors could expect to 

buy and sell stocks at "fairly-valued" prices. Companies could assume that when they make good 

decisions, or experience favourable events, their stock’s price will reflect this. Funds will be better 

allocated in such a market. Furthermore, resources would not be devoted to pursuits of dubious 

or no value, such as technical analysis. 

For exploiting inefficiency, market has to be large and liquid. Information has to be widely available 

in terms of accessibility and cost and released to investors at more or less the same time. 

Transaction costs have to be cheaper than the expected profits of an investment strategy. 

Investors must also have enough funds to take advantage of inefficiency. Most importantly, an 

investor has to believe that she or he can outperform the market.  

 

Degrees of Efficiency 

The notion that stock prices already reflect all available information is referred to as the efficient 

market hypothesis (EMH). Accepting the Efficient Market Hypothesis in its purest form may be 

difficult.  However, there are three identified classifications of the EMH, which are aimed at 

reflecting the degree to which it can be applied to markets. They are: 

Weak efficiency - This type of EMH claims that all past prices of a stock are reflected in today's 

stock price. Therefore, technical analysis cannot be used to predict and beat a market.  

Semi-strong efficiency - This form of EMH implies that all public information is calculated into a 

stock's current share price. Neither fundamental nor technical analysis can be used to achieve 

superior gains. 

Strong efficiency - This is the strongest version, which states that all information in a market, 

whether public or private, is accounted for in a stock price. Not even insider information could 

give an investor an advantage. 

 

Harry Markowitz Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) 

Every investor knows that there is a risk-return trade-off. In order to obtain greater returns on 

investments, the investor must be willing to take on greater risk. Portfolio theory assumes that for 

a given level of risk, investors prefer higher returns to lower returns. Similarly, for a given level of 

expected return, investors prefer less risk to more risk. Therefore, we can assume that investors 

would like to invest in an efficient portfolio, that is, one in which there is no other portfolio that 

offers a greater return with the same or less risk, or less risk with the same or greater expected 

return.  

Stock prices in the market do not move together. In general, when the market moves up, there 

are some stocks that gain value and some that lose value i.e. some stocks tend to move together 

with the market and some in opposite direction, while others seem to have no relation to one 
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another. To reduce the volatility of the entire portfolio, it makes sense to include some stocks that 

move in opposite directions.  

In the early 1950’s. Harry Markowitz demonstrated that how an investor can use just three 

measures mean, standard deviation and correlation to create an efficient portfolio. His model 

requires no information about dividend policy, earnings, market share, strategy, quality of 

management. In short, Harry Markowitz fundamentally altered how investment decisions were 

made. Markowitz was among the first to attempt to quantify risk and demonstrate quantitatively 

why and how portfolio diversification works to reduce risk for investors. 

Assumptions of Markowitz model  

1. Investors consider each investment alternative as being represented by a probability 

distribution of expected returns over some holding period. 

2. Investors maximize one-period expected utility, and their utility curves demonstrate 

diminishing marginal utility of wealth. 

3. Investors estimate the risk of the portfolio based on the variability of expected returns.  

4. Investors base decisions solely on expected return and risk, so their utility curves are a 

function of expected return and the expected variance (or standard deviation) of returns 

only. 

5. For a given risk level, investors prefer higher returns to lower returns. Similarly, for a given 

level of expected return, investors prefer less risk to more risk. 

Risks & diversification  

Risk comprises of two parts. The first part which can be eliminated by diversification, called as 

unsystematic risk and the second part that cannot be eliminated by diversification, called as 

systematic risk. 

The total risk of an investment, as measured by the standard deviation of its return, is: 

Total risk = systematic risk + unsystematic risk 

Diversification means dividing the portfolio into different stocks and not investing the money in 

one particular stock. Diversification implies distributing one's investment among a variety of 

assets to reduce risks. Since different investments will rise and fall independent of each other, 

the combinations of these assets more often than not will nullify each other's fluctuation, thereby 

reducing risk. One can diversify their portfolio across various assets (stocks, bonds, and real 

estate for example) or by regional decisions (such as state, region, or country). It is also possible 

to have a diversified portfolio of: only stocks; only bonds; stocks and bonds; or stocks, bonds, and 

cash, etc. 

Unsystematic risk (also called diversifiable risk) is specific to a company. Unsystematic risk is that 

portion of total risk that arise due to the factors which effects the internal working of the firm. It 

could include sudden unforeseen events like strikes, fire or something as simple as slumping 

sales. Two common sources of unsystematic risk are business risk and financial risk. 

Diversification can help eliminate unsystematic risk from a portfolio. It is unlikely that events such 

as the ones listed above would occur in every firm at the same time. Therefore, by diversifying, 

one can reduce their risk. There is no reward for taking on unnecessary diversifiable risk.  
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On the other hand, some events can affect all firms at the 

same time. This is known as systematic risk (non-

diversifiable risk). Events such as inflation, war and 

fluctuating interest rates influence the entire economy, not 

just a specific firm or industry. Diversification cannot 

eliminate the risk of such events, since all stocks in a 

portfolio would be affected simultaneously and hence 

considered non-diversifiable. This type of risk accounts for 

most of the risk in a well-diversified portfolio.  

The graph which plots total risk versus number of securities 

explains how a single stock carries all the risk and as we 

increase the number of stocks, the quantum of unsystematic risk keeps diminishing. As shown in 

the graph as more and more securities are added the unsystematic risk decreases but at a 

decreasing rate and finally reaches a limit. So, investor should diversify till the limit where the 

transaction cost of diversification outweighs the benefit of additional reduction in unsystematic 

risk. 

The portion of risk that remains right from a single stock portfolio to a multi-stock portfolio is the 

systematic risk or non-diversifiable risk. CAPM says that investors assuming this risk gets 

rewarded in the market.  

Types of Systematic Risk and Unsystematic Risk 

Systematic risk includes market risk, interest rate risk, purchasing power risk and exchange rate 

risk. 

Market Risk: This risk influences the prices of a share, i.e. the prices will rise or fall consistently 

over a period along with the general market. It is the fluctuation of returns caused by 

the macroeconomic factors that affect all risky assets. Market risk constitutes almost two-thirds 

of total systematic risk. Therefore, sometimes systematic risk is also referred to as market risk. 

Market price changes are the most prominent source of risk in security. 

Interest Rate Risk: Interest rate risk arises due to changes in market interest rates. In the 

securities market, this primarily affects fixed income securities because bond prices are inversely 

related to the market interest rate. In fact, interest rate risks include two opposite components: 

Price Risk and Reinvestment Risk.  

Purchasing Power Risk (or Inflation Risk): Purchasing power risk arises due to inflation. Inflation 

is the persistent and sustained increase in the general price level. Inflation erodes the purchasing 

power of money, i.e. the same amount of money can buy fewer goods and services due to an 

increase in prices. Therefore, if investor’s income does not increase in times of rising inflation, 

then the investor is actually getting lower income in real terms. Fixed income securities are subject 

to a high level of purchasing power risk because income from such securities is fixed in nominal 

terms. It is often said that equity shares are good hedges against inflation and hence subject to 

lower purchasing power risk. 

Exchange Rate Risk: In a globalized economy, most of the companies have exposure to foreign 

currency. Exchange rate risk is the uncertainty associated with changes in the value of foreign 

currencies. Therefore, this type of risk affects only the securities of companies with foreign 
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exchange transactions or exposures such as export companies, MNCs or companies that use 

imported raw material or products. 

Unsystematic risk includes business risk and financial risk. This risk arises due to the fluctuations 

in returns of a company’s security due to the micro-economic factors, i.e. factors existing in the 

organization, is known as unsystematic risk. The factors that cause such risk relates to a security 

of a company or industry and hence influences that company only. The risk can be divided into 

two categories.   

Business risk: It is the risk inherent to the securities. This risk arises when a company performs 

below average or below expectations. There are some factors that cause business risks like 

changes in government policies, the rise in competition, change in consumer taste and 

preferences, development of substitute products, technological changes, etc. 

Financial risk: Alternatively known as leveraged risk. When there is a change in the capital 

structure of the company, it amounts to a financial risk. The debt – equity ratio is the expression 

of such risk. 

 

The Capital Asset Pricing Model and Assumptions  

There is a positive relationship between the risk and the return of an investment. The CAPM is an 

equilibrium model which describes the pricing of assets, as well as derivatives. The model 

concludes that the expected return of an asset equals the risk less return plus a measure of the 

assets non-diversifiable risk ("beta") times the market-wide risk premium (excess expected return 

of the market portfolio over the risk less return). That is: 

Expected security return = Risk less return + Beta x (Expected Market Risk Premium) 

It concludes that only the risk which cannot be diversified away by holding a well-diversified 

portfolio (e.g. the market portfolio) will affect the market price of the asset. This risk is called 

systematic risk, while risk that can be diversified away is called diversifiable risk (or "non-

systematic risk"). In other words, when the risk of an investment increases, so does its return. 

The assumptions underlying CAPM are: 

i. Investors are risk averse 

ii. Everyone in the market has the same forecasts 

iii. Investment opportunities are the same for all investors 

iv. Assumptions of a perfect market - no transaction costs or taxation 

v. Investors can borrow and lend freely at the risk-free rate of return 

vi. All investors have a single period planning horizon 

These assumptions result in the following equilibrium: 

1. All investors will hold the same portfolio for risky assets – market portfolio. 

2. Market portfolio contains all securities and the proportion of each security is its market 

value as a percentage of total market value. 
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3. Risk premium on the market depends on the average risk aversion of all market 

participants. 

4. Risk premium on an individual security is a function of its covariance with the market. 

Difference between Standard Deviation and Beta 

Standard deviation is a measure of total risk. It can be construed as the sum of unsystematic risk 

and systematic risk. An investor who is willing to invest in only one stock and cannot/does not 

want to diversify, would have all the unsystematic risk and the systematic risk of the stock built 

in. For such an investor, standard deviation is the relevant measure of risk. This is because 

variance or standard derivation of the security is the total risk of his holding  

As against, an investor who can invest in several stocks and diversifies his investment across 

assets/stocks, would have eliminated almost entire unsystematic risk and would be bothered 

about only the systematic risk portion of the total risk. Therefore, his reward would be 

commensurate with the systematic risk he has taken on his investment. For him beta is the 

relevant measure of risk. Of the total risk, he would have diversified away the unsystematic 

component. 

 

Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) 

The CAPM specifies a pricing relationship with just one “systematic” factor, i.e. the market. 

Moreover, we had to make a number of unrealistic assumptions to prove the CAPM. Also, there is 

the problem of identifying and measuring the market return. The Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT), 

developed by Ross (1976), explains the returns on all stocks as a function of a (small) set of 

fundamental “risk factors”. In particular, the APT does not say what these systematic ‘risk’ factors 

are, whereas the CAPM says that the market portfolio is the only systematic source of risk. The 

APT is an alternative model to the CAPM. It makes fewer assumptions, and as a result gets weaker 

predictions. The so called ‘systematic factors’, generally include, macroeconomic variables such 

as inflation, interest rate, GDP, Index of Industrial Production (IIP) etc. However, compared to the 

CAPM, the APT has fewer assumptions. The essence of the APT is that securities possessing 

similar characteristics may, in a given period, show returns that are different from the other 

securities when impacted by a factor. While CAPM treats all the factors that affect stock returns 

equally, APT believes that the factors may have different impacts on the stocks, even if they are 

from the same sector. The APT is an approach to determining asset values based on law of one 

price and no arbitrage. It is a multi-factor model of asset pricing. The APT is derived from a 

statistical model whereas the CAPM is an equilibrium asset pricing model.  

The assumptions necessary for the APT are: 

i. All securities have finite expected values and variances. 

ii. Some agents can form well diversified portfolios 

iii. There are no taxes 

iv. There are no transaction costs 
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According to APT, since stocks behave differently to various factors, one could form a portfolio 

using various stocks in such a way that when we buy some and sell another, we would be having 

a zero-investment portfolio giving some profits. Theoretically such a portfolio should give zero 

return. If such a portfolio provides a return, then one can do arbitrage and make gains.  

Asset Allocation Strategies 

Strategic Asset Allocation 

Strategic asset allocation is a method that establishes and adheres to what is a 'base policy mix'. 

This is a proportional combination of assets based on expected rates of return for each asset 

class. A buy-and-hold strategy is a ‘do-nothing’ strategy. It is characterized by an initial mix that is 

bought and then held, No matter what happens to relative values, no rebalancing is required.  

Constant-Weighting Asset Allocation 

Strategic asset allocation generally implies a buy-and-hold strategy, even as the shift in the values 

of assets cause a drift from the initially established policy mix. For this reason, one may choose 

to adopt a constant-weighting approach to asset allocation. With this approach, one continuously 

rebalances their portfolio. For example, if one asset were declining in value, one would purchase 

more of that asset, and if that asset value should increase, one would sell it. 

There are no hard-and-fast rules for the timing of portfolio rebalancing under strategic or constant-

weighting asset allocation. However, a common rule of thumb is that the portfolio should be 

rebalanced to its original mix when any given asset class moves more than 5% from its original 

value. 

Tactical Asset Allocation 

Over the long run, a strategic asset allocation strategy may seem relatively rigid. Therefore, one 

may find it necessary to occasionally engage in short-term, tactical deviations from the mix in 

order to capitalize on unusual or exceptional investment opportunities. This flexibility adds a 

component of market timing to the portfolio, allowing you to participate in economic conditions 

that are more favourable for one asset class than for others.  

Tactical asset allocation can be described as a moderately active strategy, since the overall 

strategic asset mix is returned to when desired short-term profits are achieved. This strategy 

demands some discipline, as one must first be able to recognize when short-term opportunities 

have run their course, and then rebalance the portfolio to the long-term asset position. 

Dynamic Asset Allocation 

Another active asset allocation strategy is dynamic asset allocation, where one constantly adjusts 

the mix of assets as markets rise and fall and the economy strengthens and weakens. With this 

strategy one would sell assets that are declining and purchase assets that are increasing, making 

dynamic asset allocation the polar opposite of a constant-weighting strategy.  

Insured Asset Allocation 

With an insured asset allocation strategy, you establish a base portfolio value under which the 

portfolio should not be allowed to drop. As long as the portfolio achieves a return above its base, 

active management tries to increase the portfolio value as much as possible. If, however, the 
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portfolio should ever drop to the base value, investments in risk-free assets are increased so that 

the base value becomes fixed.  

The constant proportion portfolio insurance (CPPI) strategy is an example of this type of asset 

allocation. CPPI basically buys shares as they rise and sells shares as they fall. To implement a 

CPPI strategy, the investor selects a floor below which the portfolio value is not allowed to fall. The 

floor increases in value at the rate of return on cash. If we think of the difference between the 

assets and floor as a ‘cushion,’ then the CPPI decision rule is to simply keep the exposure to 

shares a constant multiple of the cushion. 

An investor who wishes to establish a minimum standard of living during retirement might find an 

insured asset allocation strategy ideally suited to his or her management goals. 

Integrated Asset Allocation 

With integrated asset allocation one considers both the economic expectations and the risk in 

establishing an asset mix. While all of the above-mentioned strategies consider expectations for 

future market returns, not all of the strategies account for investment risk tolerance. Integrated 

asset allocation, on the other hand, includes aspects of all strategies, accounting not only for 

expectations but also actual changes in capital markets and your risk tolerance. Integrated asset 

allocation is a broader asset allocation strategy, albeit allowing only either dynamic or constant-

weighting allocation - obviously, an investor would not wish to implement two strategies that are 

competing with one another. 

Hedge Funds 

There is no exact definition to the term "Hedge Fund"; it is perhaps undefined in any securities 

laws. There is neither an industry wide definition nor a universal meaning for "Hedge Fund". Hedge 

funds, including fund of funds are unregistered private investment partnerships, funds or pools 

that may invest and trade in many different markets, strategies and instruments (including 

securities, non-securities and derivatives) and are not subject to the same regulatory 

requirements as mutual funds, including mutual fund requirements to provide certain periodic 

and standardized pricing and valuation information to investors. 

In order to mitigate a particular type of risk, a hedge fund manager employs a particular risk 

management or hedging technique. For example, the market risk can be hedged against by selling 

a broad collection of securities short in equal proportion to one’s long exposure or by buying put 

options on an index. One may hedge against factors like interest rate, inflation, currency, and the 

tools and techniques of hedging include raising cash, selling short, buying or selling options, 

futures, and commodity and/or currency futures. Hedge funds also tend to be skill-based 

investment strategies that attempt to obtain returns based on a unique skill or strategy. It can 

take both long and short positions, use arbitrage, buy and sell undervalued securities, trade 

options or bonds, and invest in any opportunity in any market where it foresees impressive gains 

at reduced risk. The primary aim of most hedge funds is to reduce volatility and risk while 

attempting to preserve capital and deliver positive returns under all market conditions.  

Characteristics of Hedge Funds 

1. Hedge funds are largely unregulated.  
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2. They generally adopt large amount of leverage through the use of futures, options, and 

repurchase agreements, as well as through more traditional sources of financing such as 

banks and brokerage firms. 

3. All hedge funds tend to have one common trait: low correlation with the equity markets. 

4. The majority of the funds are organized as limited partnerships, allowing only 99 investors. 

General partners usually have a significant investment in the partnership. 

5. Partners only get performance-based compensation. Typically, they are 20% of net profits 

in addition to 1% management fee. Most performance fees are subject to a "high 

watermark," and some require a "hurdle rate." 

6. Hedge Funds have restricted withdrawals. Typically, limited partners are allowed to with-

draw only annually, and some had a "lock up" period as long as three years.  

7. Hedge funds carry a culture of secrecy. Rarely are limited partners given a list of portfolio 

holdings. 

 

Moving Average 

Moving averages are one of the most popular and easy to use tools available to the technical 

analyst. A simple N-day moving average gives equal weight to each day in the period and is 

calculated by dividing the sum of N day closing prices by N. A 5-day moving average will take the 

average of stock prices over 5 days. The first average data can be obtained only from the 5th day. 

Subsequently, we add the sixth day data but omit the first day data and so on.  

Moving average data is built by taking the average of stock prices over a specified period. Moving 

average data smooths a data series and make it easier to spot trends, something that is especially 

helpful in volatile markets. Technical analysts use them to reduce day-to-day trading distortions - 

or noise - that interferes with identifying price trends and, consequently, to help spot buy and sell 

signals. A buy (bullish) signal is generated when actual prices rise through the moving average on 

high volume. A sell (bearish) signal is generated when actual prices decline through the moving 

average on high volume. There are five types of moving averages: simple, exponential, weighted, 

triangular and variable.   

Uses of Moving Averages 

1. Moving averages are useful technical tool as it provides investors with a buy and sell signal.  

2. Trend identification/confirmation  

3. Support and Resistance level identification / confirmation  

4. Setting Trading Systems  

 

Exponential Moving Average 

The Exponential Moving Average differs from a Simple Moving Average both by calculation method 

and in the way that prices are weighted. The Exponential Moving Average (shortened to the initials 
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EMA) is effectively a weighted moving average. Simple moving average places equal weight to 

each day whereas in Exponential Moving Average recent days' prices are given more weight than 

older prices. The theory behind this is that more recent prices are considered to be more important 

than older prices, especially when one uses a long-term average (for example a 200-day average).  

Calculation of the EMA is a little more complex than the Simple Moving Average but has the 

advantage that a large record of data covering each and every closing price does not have to be 

kept. If we consider 200-day EMA, we need EMA for the previous day and every day closing price 

to calculate the Exponential Moving Average of that day. However, for the first EMA data we need 

simple moving average of previous days. 

 

  CONCEPTS   

Basic Formulae 

Refer Class Discussion for the following: 

1. Return and Risk of a stock using Historical data 

2. Return and Risk of a stock using forecasted data 

3. Covariance and Correlation 

4. Return and Risk of a portfolio 

5. Minimum Variance Portfolio 

6. Harry Markowitz – MPT  

 

Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) 

The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) provides a model for pricing all risky assets. The CAPM 

is an equilibrium model which concludes that the expected return of an asset equals the risk 

less return plus a measure of the assets non-diversifiable risk ("beta") times the market-wide 

risk premium (excess expected return of the market portfolio over the risk less return). That 

is: 

Expected security return = Risk less return + Beta x (Expected Market Risk Premium) 

It concludes that only the risk which cannot be diversified away by holding a well -diversified 

portfolio (e.g. the market portfolio) will affect the market price of the asset. This risk is called 

systematic risk, while risk that can be diversified away is called diversifiable risk (or 

"nonsystematic risk"). It assumes six conditions as given above. 

These assumptions result in the following equilibrium: 

1. All investors will hold the same portfolio for risky assets – market portfolio. 
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2. Market portfolio contains all securities and the proportion of each security is its market 

value as a percentage of total market value. 

3. Risk premium on the market depends on the average risk aversion of all market 

participants. 

4. Risk premium on an individual security is a function of its covariance with the market.  

Beta 

Based on CAPM, we know that there is a reward, on an average, for bearing risk. The 

systematic risk principle states that the reward for bearing risk depends only on the systematic 

risk of an investment. An investor gets no reward for taking un-needed unsystematic risk as 

this risk can be easily eliminated by diversification. Thus, the expected return on an asset 

depends only on that asset’s systematic risk. 

Because systematic risk is the crucial determinant of an asset’s expected return, we need 

some way of measuring the level of systematic risk for different investments. The spec ific 

measure is called the beta coefficient, represented by Greek symbol . A beta coefficient, or 

beta for short, tells us how much systematic risk a particular asset has relative to an average 

asset (market). We can consider market as an average asset because a market has all the 

stocks listed. Therefore beta of a stock can be defined as the behaviour of the stock with 

respect to the market i.e. its covariance with market over the market variance. Stated in a 

different way, we can say that the contribution of each security to the standard deviation of 

the market portfolio depends on the size of its covariance with the market portfolio. Therefore, 

investors consider the relevant measure of risk for a security to be its covariance with the 

market portfolio, which is nothing but beta. 

The beta for a stock is defined as follows:  

 

COVim = σim = Covariance between the returns on asset i and the market portfolio and  

σ2
m = the Variance of the market portfolio.  

Note that, by definition, the beta of the market portfolio equals 1 and the beta of the risk -free 

asset equals 0.  

Portfolio Beta 

Beta of a portfolio of stocks is given by the formula: 
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ARBITRAGE PRICING THEORY (APT) 

Consider CAPM equation 

E(Rs) = Rf + βs x (Rm – Rf) 

E(Rs) = Risk Free Rate + Market Sensitivity x Market Risk Premium 

Here βs is the measure of the systematic risk with respect to the broad based index called the 

Market. According to CAPM, market is the only source of systematic risk and therefore we 

measure the sensitivity of stock with respect to just one factor 'the market'. Thus CAPM is a 

single factor model.  

APT believes systematic risk arising out of several macro factors, which causes the market to 

change. Therefore, APT recognizes multiple factors and calculates sensitivity of stock with 

respect to each factor separately. Therefore, APT is a multifactor model. 

The general format of formula under APT is as follows: 

E(Rs) = Rf + β1s x (E(R1) – Rf) + β2s x (E(R2) – Rf) + β3s x (E(R3) – Rf) +…. 

E(Rs) = Risk Free Rate + Factor 1 Sensitivity x Factor 1 Risk Premium + Factor 2 Sensitivity x 

Factor 2 Risk Premium + Factor 3 Sensitivity x Factor 3 Risk Premium + ……  

In short we write as follows: 

Ri = ai + β1i x RP1 + β2i x RP2 

Where ai= return provided by an asset which has zero sensitivity to all the factors = R f 

β = factor sensitivities 

RP = Factor Risk Premiums 

Like CAPM, APT attempts to capture relationship between risk and return and it tries to expand 

the sources of systematic risk to many factors. While CAPM is a relationship model used for 

assets, APT is a model for well-diversified portfolios. 

APT is based on the arbitrage condition. Consider two well diversified portfolios and we know 

that in such cases the variance arising out of unsystematic risk is zero. Therefore, the overall 

variance arises out of macro factors (systematic factors) alone. Now since market is also a 

well-diversified portfolio its variance too arises out of the same macro factors. Even though 

the impact of individual macro factors on one diversified portfolio might be different as 

compared with the impact on another, according to APT, the overall impact should not be 

different and they should match. Hence all this portfolios should give same return. If they do 

not give same return, arbitrage opportunity exists. This is the fundamental idea of APT. 

SHARPE’S SINGLE INDEX MODEL 

William Sharpe found a simplified model which is known as Single Index Model or One- factor 

analysis. The Single Index Model expresses the return on each security as a function of return 

from broad market index. A pertinent point to be remembered is that the single index model 

is based on the assumption that stocks vary together because of the common movement in 
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the stock market and there are no effects beyond the market (i.e. without any other 

fundamental factors). The expression (which is similar to the expression of characteristic line) 

is as follows: 

Ri = ai + biRm + ei 

Ri = expected return on security i 

ai = intercept of the straight line or alpha co-efficient 

bi = slope of straight line or beta co-efficient 

Rm = the rate of return on market index 

ei = Error term. 

The single index model is based on the following assumptions: 

The error term ei has an expected value of zero and a finite variance. 

The error term has zero correlation with market index/portfolio 

The error term of one security is also not correlated with error term of another security  

Application I - Bifurcating Total Risk of a stock 

Taking variance of both sides, we get: 

Variance (Ri) = Variance (ai + biRm + ei) 

Since ai is a constant, we have Variance (ai) = 0 and therefore we have: 

Variance (Ri) = Variance (biRm) + Residual Variance (ei) 

i.e.  

is the market or Systematic risk and is the unique or Unsystematic risk.  

This equation therefore is nothing but: 

Total risk = Systematic risk+ Unsystematic risk 

Application II - Covariance between Securities 

 

[Refer class discussion ] 

Application III - Total Risk of a Portfolio 

 

Asset Allocation Strategies 

 

Constant-Mix strategy 

The constant-mix strategy implies a constant proportion of the portfolio be invested in shares. 

Whenever the relative values of the assets change, the investor has to buy and sell to the 
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desired mix. In general, rebalancing to a constant-mix requires the investor to buy shares as 

they fall in value and sell shares when they rise in value. The decision of when to rebalance 

could differ. Some investors rebalance at certain time intervals (e.g. daily) while others have 

triggers when the price deviation is more than a certain percentage, of say 2%. (This strategy 

is commonly referred to as the Strategic Asset Allocation (SAA) strategy, as the investor is 

constantly bringing the asset allocation back to the SAA). A feature of this strategy is that: as 

the share market trends upwards, the strategy underperforms since it is constantly selling into 

a rising market. In technical jargon, the payoff is concave which increases at a decreasing 

rate. 

Constant proportion portfolio insurance (CPPI) strategy 

The constant proportion portfolio insurance (CPPI) strategy basically buys shares as  they rise 

and sells shares as they fall. To implement a CPPI strategy, the investor selects a floor below 

which the portfolio value is not allowed to fall. The floor increases in value at the rate of return 

on cash. If we think of the difference between the assets and floor as a ‘cushion,’ then the 

CPPI decision rule is to simply keep the exposure to shares a constant multiple of the cushion. 

For example, let’s assume a portfolio of  ₹100, a floor value of  ₹75 and a multiplier of 2. As 

the initial cushion is  ₹25 (100-75), the initial investment in stocks is  ₹50 (25x2). Thus, the 

initial mix is 50/50 shares/cash. Suppose the share market falls 10%, hence the investor’s 

shares will fall from  ₹50 to  ₹45. The total portfolio value is now  ₹95, and the cushion is  ₹20 

(95-75). According to the CPPI rule, the new stock position is  ₹40 (20x2). This requires the 

sale of  ₹5 of shares and investment of the proceeds in cash. If shares fall further, more will 

be sold. If they increase in value, shares will be bought, and so on. 

Sharpe Model of Portfolio Optimization 

William Sharpe, who among others has tried to simplify the process of data inputs, data 

tabulation, and reaching a solution, has developed a simplified variant of the Markowitz model 

that reduces substantially its data and computational requirements. Markowitz model was 

theoretically elegant and conceptually sound. However, its serious limitation was the 

sophisticated and volume of work well beyond the capacity of all except a few analysis.  

William F. Sharpe's pioneering achievement in this field was contained in his essay entitled to 

Capital Asset Prices: A Theory of Market Equilibrium under Conditions of Risk (Sharpe 1964). 

As per Sharpe model or Portfolio Optimization model, the linearity of security should be found. 

The beta of security represents the market linearity of the stock. The market influences each 

stock. Negative beta defines that security is not linear to the market. The security having 

negative beta coefficient is rejected as investment alternative. Similarly, security that provides 

lower rate of return than risk-free rate of return is rejected as investment alternative because 

such stocks entail some investment risk but they are not compensating the investment risk.  

The construction of an optimal portfolio is simplified if a single number measures the 

desirability of including a stock in the optimal portfolio. If we accept the single -index model, 

such a number exists. In this case, the desirability of any stock is directly related to it s excess 

return-to-beta ratio [Ri - Rf] / i 
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If the stocks are ranked by excess return to beta (from highest to lowest), the ranking 

represents the desirability of any stock's inclusion in a portfolio. The number of stocks 

selected depends on a unique cutoff rate C*, such that all stocks with higher ratios of [Ri - Rf] 

/ i will be included and all stocks with lower ratios excluded. To determine which stocks are 

included in the optimum portfolio, the following steps are necessary:  

a. Calculate the excess return-to-beta ratio for each stocks under review and the rank them 

from highest to lowest.  

b. The optimum portfolio consists of investing in all stocks for which [Ri - Rf] / i is greater 

than a particular cutoff point C*. 

All securities whose excess return-to-beta ratios are above the cutoff rate are selected and all 

whose securities with the ratios below the cutoff rate are rejected. The value of C* is computed 

from the characteristics of all securities that belong in the optimum portfolio. To determine 

C* it is necessary to calculate its value as if different numbers of securities were in the 

optimum portfolio. For a portfolio of i stocks, Ci is given by: 

Where, Ci =  

σ2m  = Variance in the market index 

σ2ei = Variance of a stock's movement that is not associated with the movement of the 

market index;   this is the stock's unsystematic risk 

Ri  = expected return of stock i 

Rf  = risk-free rate of return 

After getting the C of each security, we select the highest C value (C*) among all the securities 

and develop a ranking on all securities. Then we compare C* with excess return to beta of 

each security. Then, the securities having value greater than C* are selected. Once we know 

which securities are to be included in the optimum portfolio, we must calculate the percent 

invested in each security. The percentage invested in each security is:  

Weight of security ‘i’ = Wi =  

Where,  

C*  = cutoff rate 

Ri  = expected return of stock i 

Rf  = risk-free rate of return 

βi  = beta of stock i 

σei  = unsystematic risk of stock i 

The above expression determines the relative investment in each security. The first expression 

simply scales the weights on each security so that they sum to 1 (ensure full investment). The 
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residual variance on each security σei plays an important role in determining how much to 

invest in each security. Finally the portfolio return can be obtained by using following equation:  

 

We can find the portfolio variance as well using the following equation:  

p=  

Note that if the optimal portfolio contains 6 stocks, then we would be having 62 = 36 terms 

in this risk calculation, an arduous task indeed. The optimal portfolio so constructed using the 

above model is expected to provide better return than most of the individual stocks that is 

comprised in the optimal portfolio and the variance of this portfolio is observed to be lower 

than what the individual stocks exhibit. 

Levered vs. un-levered Betas 

Adding a new project impacts firm’s existing asset and finally on the firm’s investors. 

Depending on how the new project reacts with the market portfolio, an investor might adjust 

his/her required return from the firm upward or downward. In other words, it depends on how 

the project’s beta affects the firm’s overall beta. 

It is important that to remember that: 

A beta measures how a project or the firm reacts to changes in market conditions (i.e. the 

market portfolio). 

The beta of a firm is simply a weighted average of all the betas of its assets and projects.  

 =  

 

Imagine two firms, identical in every respect, except that one is debt free while the other has 

an amount of long term debt on its balance sheet. Normally, the firm using leverage (i.e. the 

one with the debt) has a higher beta than the other. Stated another way, the stock in  the 

levered firm is more volatile. Sometimes analysts want to use beta in a comparison of two 

firms and want to remove the effects of any capital structure differences. In such a case it 

may be appropriate to unlever the beta. The relationship between the betas of an un-levered 

firm and a levered firm, developed by Robert Hamada, is as follows: 

=  

Where  beta of a levered firm  beta of an un-levered firm  a firm’s debt to equity 
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In general, the beta of an un-levered firm can be used to represent the beta of a project. This 

is because the beta of a firm which finances only a single project solely with equity will also 

be the beta of the project (since the project is basically the firm). We do not have to worry 

about the firm financing that single project solely with debt.  

We can easily rewrite the above formula as follows: 

𝛽𝑈 =
1

(1 + (1 − 𝑇)
𝐷
𝐸)

 

The above formula looks at a firm’s beta without any financing effect.  

Exponential Moving Average (EMA) 

The Exponential Moving Average differs from a Simple Moving Average both by calculation method 

and in the way that prices are weighted. The Exponential Moving Average (shortened to the initials 

EMA) is effectively a weighted moving average. In EMA, the recent days' prices are given more 

weight than older prices. The theory behind this is that more recent prices are considered to be 

more important than older prices, particularly as a long-term simple average (for example a 200 

day) places equal weight on price data that is over 6 months old and could be thought of as slightly 

out-of-date.  

Calculation of the EMA is a little more complex than the Simple Moving Average but has the 

advantage that a large record of data covering each and every closing price for the last 200 days 

(or however many days are being considered) does not have to be kept. All we need are the EMA 

for the previous day and today's closing price to calculate the new Exponential Moving Average.  

Calculating the Exponent 

Initially, for the EMA, an exponent need to be calculated. To start, take the number of days' EMA 

that you want to calculate and add one to the number of days that you're considering (for example 

for a 30-day moving average, add one to get 31 as part of the calculation). We'll call this Days+1. 

We find the Exponent, by simply taking the number 2 and dividing it by Days+1. For example, the 

Exponent for a 10 day moving average would be: 2/11 = 0.1818; the Exponent for a 20 day 

moving average would be: 2/21 = 0.0952; the Exponent for a 30 day moving average would be: 

2/31 = 0.0645; the Exponent for a 100 day moving average would be: 2/101 = 0.0198 and so 

on. 

 

Full Calculation if the Exponential Moving Average 

Once we've got the exponent, we need yesterday's Exponential Moving Average. Remember that 

the first data or first EMA or yesterday’s EMA is nothing but Simple Moving Average of that many 

numbers of days. For calculating 30-day EMA we would need the first EMA which is nothing but 

30-day SMA. The second piece of information we need is today's closing price.  

Let's assume that we want to calculate today 30-day Exponential Moving Average for a share or 

stock which has a previous day's EMA of 15000 and the current day's (first given data) closing 

price of 14522.  

The calculation is as follows: 

Today's Exponential Moving Average = (current day's closing price x Exponent) + (previous day's 

EMA x (1-Exponent))  
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A triangular moving average gives more weight to the middle part of a price series and involves 

taking the simple moving average of a simple moving average. This double smoothing eliminates 

noise even further. 

Finally, a variable moving average is an exponential average that factors in the security’s price 

volatility. The more volatile the prices, the more the average are smoothed and the more weight 

is given to current data. 
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  PROBLEMS   

 

1. Calculate average return, standard deviation and variance of Stock A using the following 

historical returns. [How to deal when prices are given? – Calculate returns from prices 

and then calculate standard deviation of returns] 

 Year Stock A % 

2007 10 

2008 12 

2009 14 

2010 16 

2011 18 

2. Calculate average return, standard deviation and variance of Stock B using the following 

historical returns: 

Year Stock B % 

2007 18 

2008 16 

2009 14 

2010 12 

2011 10 

 

3. Calculate the covariance and correlation between returns of stock A and stock B using 

the above data. Comment. [NOV 2008] [NOV 2010] [MAY 2018] 

 

4. Refer problem (1). Multiply each return by a constant 2. Calculate average return, 

standard deviation and variance and comment on the results. 

 

5. Refer problem (1). If each return were 14%, calculate average return and standard 

deviation and comment on the results. 
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6. Calculate average return, standard deviation and variance of Stock A using the following 

historical returns: 

 Year Stock A % 

2007 10 

2008 -10 

2009 10 

2010 -10 

2011 0 

 

7. Calculate average return, standard deviation and variance of Stock C using the following 

expected returns: 

Season Probability Return % 

Good 0.5 20 

Bad 0.3 10 

Worse 0.2 5 

 

8. Find the expected return and standard deviation of returns of stock A whose information 

is available for a situation after one year. 

State of Economy Probability Market Price Dividend per share 

Good 25% 115 9 

Normal 50% 107 5 

Bad 25% 97 3 

The current market price is 100 rupees. 

 

9. Based on the following information, calculate the expected return and standard 

deviation of each of the following stock. Assume each state of the economy is equally 

likely to happen. What are the covariance and correlation between the returns of the two 

stocks? 
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State of Economy Return of Stock A Return of Stock B 

Bear 5% -6% 

Normal 10% 15% 

Bull 15% 21% 

 

10. Find the return and risk of portfolio of A & B. [May 2018] 

State of Economy Stock A Stock B 

Weights 60% 40% 

Return 15% 20% 

Risk 10% 25% 

Correlation +0.45 

 

11. Find the return and risk of portfolio of A & B [Nov 2017] 

 Year Stock A % Stock B % 

2012 10 11 

2013 4 -6 

2014 5 13 

2015 11 8 

2016 15 14 

 

12. The following are two different state of economies, the probability of occurrence of that 

state and the expected rate of return from Security A and B in these two different states.  

State Probability Rate of Return 

  Security A Security B 

Normal 0.60 10% 16% 

Boom 0.40 16% 10% 
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 Find out the expected returns and the standard deviations for these two securities. 

Suppose, an investor invests 80% in security A and balance in Security B, what will be 

the expected return and the standard deviation of the portfolio? 

13. Securities D, E & F have the following characteristics with respect to expected return, 

standard deviation, and the correlation between them: 

Company wi Return s 

Correlation Coefficients 

D-E D-F E-F 

D 0.4 20 20 0.2 -0.8  

E 0.4 50 40 0.2  0.5 

F 0.2 40 20  -0.8 0.5 

What is the expected return and standard deviation of the portfolio? 

 

14. Ram has created a portfolio of three stocks invested in equal proportion. The variance-

covariance matrix of the related stocks are given below: [NOV 2016] 

 A B C 

A 400 250 500 

B 250 256 -300 

C 500 -300 324 

Calculate the portfolio variance and portfolio standard deviation of the portfolio. How 

good is the portfolio in comparison to individual stocks? 

 

15. Consider two securities A and B, with expected returns of 5% and 25% respectively. They 

carry standard deviations of 5% and 30% respectively. For a correlation of -0.5, what 

should be the weights for minimum risk? What is the risk and return of the portfolio at 

this point? [HW: Do for correlation of 0, 1 and -1] 

 

16. Which of the following portfolios are efficient?  

Stock 
A B C D E F G H I 

Return 
9 10 11 8 9 10 8 9 12 

Risk 
6 8 7 6 5 7 8 9 8 

Does 20% of E, 40% of C and 40% of I, form a better portfolio in terms of return and 

risk? Assume perfect correlation between these stocks. 
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17. The rates of return on the security of Company A and market portfolio for 5 periods are 

given below: 

Period Return on Stock (A) % Return on Market (M) % 

1 20 22 

2 18 20 

3 14 22 

4 10 12 

5 8 4 

a. What is the beta for stock? 

i.Use Covariance Formula 

ii.Use Regression Formula 

b. What is the characteristic line of stock? 

c. Can beta be negative?  

NOTE: 

Regression formula – two types: 

       OR         

18. An investor holds a stock A. An analyst prepared expected probability distribution (also 

known as ex-ante) for the possible economic scenarios and conditional returns for the 

stock and the market index is shown below: 

Economic Scenario Probability Conditional Returns % 

A Market 

Growth 0.40 25 18 

Stagnation 0.30 10 13 

Recession 0.30 -5 -3 

The risk-free rate during the next year is expected to be around 11%. Determine 

whether the investor should liquidate his holding in stock A or on the contrary make 

fresh investments in them. CAPM assumptions are holding true. 

19. Amal Ltd. has been maintaining a growth rate of 12% in dividends. The company has paid 

dividend @ < 3 per share. The rate of return on market portfolio is 15% and the risk -free 

rate of return in the market has been observed as 10%. The beta co-efficient of the 
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company’s share is 1.2. You are required to calculate the expected rate of return on the 

company’s shares as per CAPM model and the equilibrium price per share by dividend 

growth model. What will be impact on price, if inflation increases by 2%? [Nov 2010]  

20. Abinash is holding 5,000 shares of Future Group Limited. Presently the rate of dividend 

being paid by the company is ₹5 per share and the share is being sold at ₹50 per share in 

the market. However, several factors are likely to change during the year as indicated 

below: 

 Existing Revised 

Risk free rate 12.5% 10% 

Market risk premium 6% 4.8% 

Expected growth rate 5% 8% 

Beta value 1.5 1.25 

In view of the above factors whether Abinash should buy, hold, or sell the share? Narrate 

the reason for the decision to be taken. [Nov 2014] [May 2016] 

21. XYZ Ltd. Paid a dividend of ₹2 for the current year. The dividend is expected to grow at 

40% for the next 5 years and at 15% per annum thereafter. The return on 182 days T -bills 

is 11% per annum and the market return is expected to be around 18% with a variance of 

24%. The co-variance of XYZ’s return with that of the market is 30%. You are required to 

calculate the required rate of return and intrinsic value of the stock [May 2016] 

22. The following information is available in respect of Security A : 

Equilibrium Return 12% 

Market Return 12% 

6% Treasury Bond Trading at ₹120 

Co-variance of Market Return and 

Security Return 

196% 

Coefficient of Correlation 0.80 

You are required to determine the Standard Deviation of : 

1) Market Return and 

2) Security Return 

 

23. A Portfolio Manager (PM) has the following four stocks in his portfolio.  

[MAY 2011]* [NOV 2011] 

Security No. of Shares Market Price Per Share ( ₹) b 
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VSL 10,000 50 0.88 

CSL 5,000 20 1.00 

SML 8,000 25 1.50 

APL 2,000 200 1.20 

a. The risk-free rate of return is 7% and the market rate of return is 14%. Determine 

the portfolio beta and return.  

b. By not altering/disturbing the current portfolio in any manner, if the PM wants to 

reduce the beta to 0.77 using risk free investment how he would do? 

c. By altering the composition of the portfolio, if the PM wants to reduce the beta to 

0.77 using risk free investment how he would do? 

 

24. Mr. FedUp wants to invest an amount of  ₹ 520 lakhs and had approached his Portfolio 

Manager. The Portfolio Manager had advised Mr. FedUp to invest in the following 

manner: [NOV 2012] 

Security Moderate Better Good Very Good Best 

Amount (in  ₹ lakhs) 60 80 100 120 160 

Beta 0.5 1.00 0.80 1.20 1.50 

You are required to advise Mr. FedUp in regard to advisability of replacing Security 

‘Better’ with NIFTY. 

 

25. The following information are available with respect of Krishna Ltd. [MAY 2017] 

Year 

Krishna Ltd. 

Average 

share price 

(₹) 

Dividend per 

share 

(₹) 

Average 

Market Index 

Dividend 

Yield 

Return on 

Govt. bonds 

2012 245 20 2013 4% 7% 

2013 253 22 2130 5% 6% 

2014 310 25 2350 6% 6% 

2015 330 30 2580 7% 6% 

Compute Beta Value of the Krishna Ltd. at the end of 2015.  

Alpha of a portfolio is defined as “Excess of portfolio return over return demanded by CAPM”. 

In which year the stock had positive Alpha? Interpret it.  
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26. A trader is having the following portfolio 

Shares =  ₹ 85 lakhs (Beta = 1.6) 

Cash  ₹ 15 lakhs  

Determine : 

a. Current portfolio beta of the above position. 

b. If the trader adds a long position of ₹ 100 lakhs Nifty Futures, what is the beta of the 

entire portfolio? 

c. Now if the market corrects by 2.5%, what is the beta of the combined positions after 

correction? 

 

27. B Ltd. is invested in the following short-term equity investments.  

Investment No. of shares MPS Beta  

A 5000 40 1.20  

B 10000 30 2.20  

C 10000 20 0.80  

D 12000 35 1.40  

The current market return is 18% and the risk-free return is 10%. Calculate the risk of 

the above portfolio with respect to market. Calculate its expected return as per CAPM. 

 

28. The estimated factor sensitivities of TEC to the macroeconomic factors are given in the 

table below. The table also gives the factor risk premiums to each of these same factors. 

Factors Factor Sensitivity Factor Risk Premium (%) 

GDP 0.25 4.0 

Interest Rate 0.30 -2.0 

Inflation -0.45 -4.0 

IIP 1.60 0.5 

Use the APT model to calculate the required rate of return for TEC using these estimates. 

The Treasury bill rate is 8 percent. 

 

29. Investments X, Y, and Z have the following sensitivities to these factors: 
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Investment β1 β2 

X 1.75 0.25 

Y -1.00 2.00 

Z 2.00 1.00 

Suppose you buy  ₹200000 of X and  ₹50000 of Y and sell  ₹150000 of Z. What is the 

sensitivity of your portfolio to each of the two factors?  

30. Mr. X owns a portfolio with the following characteristics:   

 Security A Security B Risk free security 

Factor 1 sensitivity 0.50 1.50 0 

Factor 2 sensitivity 0.80 1.40 0 

Expected Return 15% 20% 10% 

It is assumed that security returns are generated by a two-factor model. In what 

combination one should invest in A, B and risk-free asset so that the overall portfolio has 

a sensitivity of 1 to factor 1, and be insensitive to changes in factor 2? 

31. Mr. X owns a portfolio with the following: [JUN 2009] [NOV 2018] 

 Security A Security B Risk free security 

Factor 1 sensitivity 0.80 1.50 0 

Factor 2 sensitivity 0.60 1.20 0 

Expected Return 15% 20% 10% 

It is assumed that security returns are generated by a two-factor model. 

a. If Mr. X has ₹1, 00,000 to invest and sells short ₹50, 000 of security B and 

purchases  ₹ 1, 50,000 of security A what is the sensitivity of Mr. X’s portfolio to 

the two factors? 

b. If Mr. X borrows ₹1,00,000 at the risk free rate and invests the amount he borrows 

along with the original amount of  ₹1,00,000 in security A and B in the same 

proportion as described in part (i), what is the sensitivity of the portfolio to the two 

factors? 

c. What is the expected risk premium of factor 2? 

32. A study by a Mutual fund has revealed the following data in respect of three securities. 

Apply Sharpe’s Single Index Model wherever necessary. 
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Security  (%) Correlation with Index, ρxm 

A 20 0.60 

B 18 0.95 

C 12 0.75 

The standard deviation of market portfolio (BSE Sensex) is observed to be 15%. 

a. What is the sensitivity of returns of each stock with respect to the market? 

b. What are the co-variances among the various stocks? 

33. The rates of return on the equity stock of Company X and market portfolio for 5 periods 

are given below. Find the unsystematic risk of the stock. 

Period Return on Stock X % Return on Market Portfolio % 

1 25 22 

2 27 20 

3 26 17 

4 22 16 

5 25 20 

34. A has portfolio having following features. [MAY 2012] 

Security  Random Error  Weight 

L 1.60 7 0.25 

M 1.15 11 0.30 

N 1.40 3 0.25 

K 1.00 9 0.20 

You are required to find out the risk of the portfolio if the standard deviation of the 

market index  is 18%  

35. Two stocks A and B give returns of 12% and 15% respectively. While they have betas 

of 0.9 and 1.1 respectively, their firm specific standard deviations are 35% and 45% 

respectively. Given that  of market is 20% and the risk-free rate is 6%. Find the 

standard deviations of stocks A and B. If we are to create a portfolio of A, B and the 

risk-free asset in the ratio of 25:50:25, calculate the expected return, standard 

deviation, beta, and non-systematic standard deviation of the portfolio. 
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36. Following are the details of a portfolio consisting of three shares : [MAY 2015] 

Share Portfolio Weight Beta Expected Return in % Total Variance 

A 0.20 0.40 14 0.015 

B 0.50 0.50 15 0.025 

C 0.30 1.10 21 0.100 

Standard Diviation of Market Portfolio Returns = 10% 

You are given the following additional data: 

a. Covariance (A, B) = 0.030 

b. Covariance (A, C) = 0.020 

c. Covariance (B, C) = 0.040 

Calcualte the following : 

a) The Portfolio Beta 

b) Residual variance of each of the three shares 

c) Portfolio variance using Sharpe Index Model 

d) Portfolio variance (on the basis of modern portfolio theory given by Markowitz)  

37. The total market value of the equity share of O.R.E. Company is 6000000 and the 

total value of debt is 4000000. The treasurer estimate that the beta of the stock is 

currently 1.5 and that the expected risk premium on the market is 10%. The Treasury 

bill rate is 8%.  

Required: 

a. What is the beta of the company’s existing portfolio of assets? 

b. Estimate the company’s cost of capital and the discount rate for an expansion of the 

company’s present business. 

38. A Project had an equity beta of 1.2 and was going to be financed by a combination of 

30% debt and 70% equity. Assuming debt beta to be zero, calculate the project beta 

taking risk free rate of return to be 10% and return on market portfolio at 18%. Also 

calculate the expected rate of return from this project. 

 

39. Raymond, a leading textiles company has decided to enter the auto ancillary business. 

Currently its beta is 1.5 (Asset/Levered beta of Textiles business). The average beta of 

auto ancillaries’ business is 1.3. Currently the company pays taxes @30% and has a 

debt equity mix of 2:1. Most auto companies pay tax @30% but the debt equity mix is 
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lower at 1.5:1. The company has surplus which it needs to invest within next six months. 

Answer the following: (Assume CAPM holds good) 

a) If Raymond decides to expand into textiles business what is the beta it would use? 

b) If Raymond decides to expand into auto ancillary business what is the beta it would 

use? 

 

40. An investor has currently received three proposals to invest his amount of ₹2,00,000 

over the period of six months. 

Alternative 1: Investing in a fund that is adopting Buy and Hold strategy. As per the 

objectives, the fund would be fully invested in equities with beta of 1.5. Currently NAV 

is ₹10 per unit. 

Alternative 2: Invest 70% of his money in an equity fund whose beta is 1.5 with Nifty 

and balance 30% will be invested in a self-managed bond portfolio. The bond portion 

will have beta of zero with equities market. Rebalancing would be done every three 

months, with the condition that minimum rise or fall should be more than 4% in the 

equity portfolio value. The equity fund is currently sold for ₹10 per unit. 

Alternative 3: Invest equity money as per CPPI policy and balance will be invested in a 

self-managed bond portfolio. Current NIFTY is 8000. The bond portion will have beta of 

zero with equities market. Rebalancing would be done every three months, with the 

condition that minimum rise or fall should be more than 4% in the equity portfolio value. 

It is given that minimum NIFTY within six months can at most be 6400. Use “2” as the 

multiplier. The equity fund is currently sold for ₹10 per unit. 

Investor wants to know which of the three alternatives would have higher total value 

after six months. Currently Nifty is 8000. In 3 months, it will be 7760 and in 6 months 

it will be 8148. 

41. Closing values of BSE Sensex from 6th to 17th day of the month of January of the year 

200X were as follows: NOV 2009/MAY 2018 

Days Date Day Sensex 

1 6 THU 14522 

2 7 FRI 14925 

3 8 SAT No Trading 

4 9 SUN No Trading 

5 10 MON 15222 

6 11 TUE 16000 
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Days Date Day Sensex 

7 12 WED 16400 

8 13 THU 17000 

9 14 FRI No Trading 

10 15 SAT No Trading 

11 16 SUN No Trading 

12 17 MON 18000 

Calculate Exponential Moving Average (EMA) of Sensex during the above period. The 30 

days simple moving average of Sensex can be assumed as 15,000. The value of exponent 

for 30 days EMA is 0.062. Analyze. 

Solution: 

Given exponent =                  [Actually it is 2/(days + 1)] 

Days Current Previous  EMA = Current x Exp. + Previous x (1 - Exp.) 

1 14522 15000   

2 14925     

5 15222     

6 16000     

7 16400     

8 17000     

12 18000     

 

Interpretation: 
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42. Using Sharpe Model of portfolio optimization, and construct the optimum portfolio out 

of the following securities assuming Rf = 7% and 2
m = 25 

No. Stock Name Stock Return Unsystematic risk Beta 

1 ACC 5.00 25.00 0.50 

2 ZEE 25.00 20.00 2.50 

3 ITC 15.00 10.00 1.00 

4 SAIL 10.00 10.00 1.50 

5 PTC 20.00 18.00 1.80 

Solution: 

Step 1: Calculate the ratio of Excess Return to Beta i.e. 
𝑅𝑖−𝑅𝑓

𝛽𝑖
 for each stock and arrange the 

stocks in descending order of this ratio. 

No. Stock Name Ri-Rf (%) Beta 
𝐑𝐢 − 𝐑𝐟

𝛃𝐢
 

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     
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Rearranged table: 

No. Stock Name 
𝐑𝐢 − 𝐑𝐟

𝛃𝐢
 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

Step 2: Calculate C for each stock using the formula  and identify C*, 

the peak value in the table. 

Numerator calculation: 

Stock 

Name 

Ri-Rf 

% 
βi 𝛔𝐞𝐢

𝟐  
𝛃𝐢

𝛔𝐞𝐢
𝟐

 (𝐑𝐢 − 𝐑𝐟)
𝛃𝐢

𝛔𝐞𝐢
𝟐

 ∑(𝐑𝐢 − 𝐑𝐟)
𝛃𝐢

𝛔𝐞𝐢
𝟐

 Nr 

A B C D E F = B *E Cumulative   
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Denominator calculation: 

Stock Name 
𝛃𝐢

𝟐

𝛔𝐞𝐢
𝟐

 
Cumulative 

Dr Ci Remarks 

      

      

      

      

      

Decision: Select stocks _____________, ________________ and ____________ 

and the value of C* is _______________ 

Step 3: Calculate Zi for the selected stocks using the formula: 

 

Then calculate weight of each selected security as Wi =  

No. Stock  
𝐑𝐢 − 𝐑𝐟

𝛃𝐢
 

𝐑𝐢−𝐑𝐟

𝛃𝐢
− C* 

𝛃𝐢

𝛔𝐞𝐢
𝟐

 Zi Wi 

1       

2       

3       

Stocks that will form part of optimum portfolio with weights: 

1. 

2. 

3. 
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NOTES 
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  PROBLEMS FOR PRACTICE   

 

1. Calculate the return and risk of the following stocks: 

Period Return of Stock A - 

% 

Return of Stock B - 

% 

1 8% 6% 

2 6% 12% 

3 -12% 2% 

4 1% -6% 

5 16% -18% 

[Answer: A: 4%, 9.26%, B: -1%, 10.4%] 

2. Calculate the return and risk of the following stocks. Avoid decimals: 

Period Price of Stock A (₹) Price of Stock B (₹) 

1 26.00 125.00 

2 27.30 118.75 

3 32.75 154.35 

4 22.90 169.80 

5 19.95 135.85 

6 21.95 149.45 

[Answer: A: –2%, 17.79%, B: 5%, 16.73%] 
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3. Calculate the return and risk of the following stock whose price if ₹80 today and 

the expected price and dividend over the next year is likely to be: 

Year Probability Price of Stock A (₹) Dividend during the 

year (₹) 

1 0.10 112 8 

2 0.20 104 4 

3 0.25 100 4 

4 0.25 98 2 

5 0.15 91 1 

6 0.05 84 0 

[Answer: Return = 28.25%, Risk (Sigma) = 10.64%] 

4. Calculate the return and risk of the following stock. 

Scenario Probability Return of stock A 

(%) 

1 0.25 15% 

2 0.30 8% 

3 0.40 -2% 

4 0.05 -10% 

[Answer: 4.85%, 7.65%] 

5. Calculate the return and risk of the following stock, if it is given that today the stock 

is ₹25 and is expected to take various prices next year based on different scenarios: 

Scenario Probability Price of stock A  

1 0.25 ₹30.00 

2 0.30 ₹20.00 

3 0.20 ₹18.75 

4 0.15 ₹33.75 

5 0.05 ₹43.75 

6 0.05 ₹10.00 

[Answer: 0%, 31.46%] 
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6. Calculate the covariance and correlation of returns of stock A and B 

Period Return of Stock A % Return of Stock B % 

1 10 -6 

2 18 20 

3 -6 2 

4 0 6 

5 -8 8 

6 14 -6 

[Answer: 4.67,0.05] 

7. Calculate the covariance and correlation of returns of stock A and B 

Scenario Probability Return of stock A %  Return of stock B %  

1 0.05 10 6 

2 0.25 -6 -4 

3 0.20 8 8 

4 0.20 -4 -8 

5 0.25 12 12 

6 0.05 0 6 

[Answer: 43.61, 0.72] 

8. Calculate the covariance and correlation of returns of stock A and B, if each of the 

three scenarios are equally likely to happen. 

Scenario Return of stock A %  Return of stock B %  

1 23 17 

2 -16 -4 

3 20 20 

[Answer: 64.67, 0.34] 

9. Calculate the Coefficient of Variation using returns and risks of stock A and B, if we 

have the following expected data. 
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Scenario Probability Return of stock A %  Return of stock B %  

1 0.3 15 20 

2 0.4 9 5 

3 0.3 18 12 

[Answer: 0.29, 0.54] 

10. Calculate the return and risk of the following portfolio of two stocks.   

Proportion Return Risk Correlation 

30% 18% 25% 

-0.65 

70% 12% 12% 

[Answer: 13.8%, 6.70%] 

11. A Stock costing ₹150 pays no dividends. The possible prices at which the stock may 

be sold for at the end of the year with the respective probabilities are :  

Price ↓ (₹) Probability ↓ 

130 0.2 

150 0.1 

160 0.1 

165 0.3 

175 0.3 

180 0.2 

Total 1.0 

You are required to : 

a) Calculate the Expected Retrun. 

b) Calculate the Standard Deviation () of Return 

Show calculations upto three decimal points. [Answer: Refer May 2017] 

12. Calculate the risk of stock B if we have a perfectly correlated equal weighted stock 

portfolio, with risk of stock A at 20% and portfolio variance of 324. [Answer: 29.93%] 

13. Calculate the risk of three stock portfolio using the data given in Variance-

Covariance matrix below: 
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w   A B C 

0.5 A 324 280 300 

0.3 B 280 256 188 

0.2 C 300 188 100 

 

[Answer: P = 16.57%] 

 

14. Calculate the return and risk of the following portfolio of three stocks.   

 Proportion Return Risk Correlation A B C 

A 30% 18% 25% A - 0.8 0.6 

B 20% 20% 15% B 0.8 - -0.5 

C 50% 12% 12% C 0.6 -0.5 - 

[Answer: 15.4%, 13.16%] 

15. Consider the following information on two stocks, X and Y. 

Year 2016 2017 

Return on X (%) 10 16 

Return on Y (%) 12 18 

You are required to calculate : 

i. The expected return on portfolio containing X and Y in the proportion of 

40% and 60% respectively. 

ii. The Standard Deviation of return from each of the two stocks. 

iii. The Covariance of return from the two stocks. 

iv. The correlation coefficient between the returns of the two stocks. 

v. The risk of a portfolio containing X and Y in the proportion of 40:60 

[Answer: Refer – May 2018 – New] 

16. Calculate the composition of stocks A and B in a two-stock portfolio, so that the 

portfolio risk will be least. It is given that risk of stock A = 15% and risk of stock B 

= 19% and the correlation between their returns = -0.3. For the minimum risk 

weights, calculate portfolio return and portfolio risk. [Answer: WA = 58.98%, WB = 

41.02%, Rp = 13.20%, P = 9.88%] 

 

17. Which of the following portfolios are efficient?  

Stock A B C D E F G H I 

Return 
9 10 12 8 9 10 8 9 15 
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Risk 
6 8 9 6 5 7 8 10 9 

Does 20% of E, 40% of F and 40% of I, form a better portfolio in terms of return and 

risk? Assume perfect correlation between these stocks. 

 

18. Calculate the beta of stock A and B, using the following data: 

Period Return of stock A %  Return of stock B %  Return of Market %  

1 12 -4 19 

2 8 12 0 

3 10 5 4 

4 -5 19 -4 

5 9 0 12 

6 0 6 5 

7 15 4 6 

[Answer: βA = 0.55, βB = –0.95] 

19. Calculate the beta of stock A using the following data using regression formula:  

Period Return of stock A %  Return of Market %  

1 12 19 

2 8 0 

3 10 4 

4 -5 -4 

5 9 12 

6 0 5 

7 15 6 

[Answer: βA = 0.55] 
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20. The historical rates of return on the stock of S Ltd. and the market return are given 

below:  

Year S Ltd. Return % Market Return % 

2008 
12 15 

2009 
9 13 

2010 
(-)11 14 

2011 
8 (-)9 

2012 
11 12 

2013  
4 9 

You are required to:  

(i) Determine the Equation for the Characteristic line of the Stock of S Ltd. 

(ii) Interpret the Slope and the intercept of the characteristic line. 

[Answer: –0.14Rs + 6.77, Slope = βS = –0.14, Y intercept = Alpha = 6.77 ] 

21. The historical rates of return on the stock of S Ltd. and the market return are given 

below:  

Year S Ltd. Return % Market Return % 

1 12 8 

2 15 12 

3 11 11 

4 2 -4 

5 10 9.5 

6 -12 -2 

Additional Details: 

Variance (%)2 82.89 40.15 

Mean (%) 6.33 5.75 

Covariance (%)2 
48.25 

 

You are required to:  

(i) Determine the Equation for the Characteristic line of the Stock of S Ltd. 

(ii) What is the return of the stock if market return is 17.5%? 

(iii) Is your answer compatible with the data given? Explain 

[Answer: +1.20Rs–0.577, 20.46%, Yes – return of stock is positively correlated 

with return of market] 
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22. Calculate the beta of stock A using the half-yearly pricing data and using regression 

formula: 

Date Price of stock A ₹  Market level  

1/1/2015 15.78 2696 

1/7/2015 16.38 2751 

1/1/2016 16.67 2776 

1/7/2016 17.17 2839 

1/1/2017 17.02 2822 

1/7/2017 16.31 2695 

1/1/2018 16.00 2663 

1/7/2018 16.43 2716 

1/1/2019 16.97 2765 

[Answer: βA = 1.21] 

23. Calculate the beta of stock A using the following expected data: 

Scenario Probability Return of Stock A % Market Return % 

Best 0.2 36% 40% 

Good 0.3 18% 20% 

Bad 0.3 -18% -20% 

Worst 0.2 -36% -40% 

[Answer: βA = 0.9] 

24. Calculate the beta of stock A using the following expected data: 

Scenario Probability Return of Stock A % Market Return % 

Bullish 0.3 24% 16% 

Neutral 0.4 18% 10% 

Bearish 0.3 -18% -10% 

[Answer: βA = 1.67] 
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25. Assuming CAPM to be true, judge whether Mr. X should invest in Stock A, using the 

following expected data (Assume Rf = 4%) 

Scenario Probability Return of Stock A % Market Return % 

Bullish 0.2 16% 12% 

Neutral 0.5 10% 6% 

Bearish 0.3 -8% -10% 

[Answer: Mr. X should buy; Expected stock return = 5.8%, Required CAPM 

return = 2.23%] 

26. Mr. Gupta is considering investment in the shares of R. Ltd. He has the following 

expectations of return on the stock and the market. 

Probability Return (%) 

 R. Ltd. Market 

0.35 30 25 

0.30 25 20 

0.15 40 30 

0.20 20 10 

You are required to : 

a) Calculate the expected return, variance and standard deviation for R. Ltd. 

b) Calculate the expected return, variance and standard deviation for the 

market. 

c) Find out the beta co-efficient for R. Ltd. shares. 

[Answer: a) 28%, 38.05, 6.20%, b) 21.25%, 42.19, 6.50% c) 0.88] 

 

27. Assuming CAPM to be true, judge whether Mr. X should buy, sell or hold Stock A, 

using the following data and using appropriate stock valuation model: 

Dividend paid = ₹2, Dividend growth rate = 10% Market Price of Share = ₹28 

Risk free rate = 7%, Market Risk Premium = 8%, Beta of stock A = 1.5 

[Answer: Mr. X should sell the shares, as intrinsic value (DDM) = ₹24.44] 

 

28. As an investment manager, you are given the following information : 
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Particulars Initial Prices 

(₹) 

Dividend 

(₹) 

Market Price of 

the Dividends (₹) 

Beta (Risk 

Factor) 

A. Equity Shares     

Manufacturing Ltd. 30 2 55 0.8 

Pharma Ltd. 40 2 65 0.7 

Auto Ltd. 50 2 140 0.5 

B. Government of 

India Bonds 

1005 140 1010 0.99 

By assuming risk free return as 16%, Calculate : 

a) Expected rate of return on the portfolio (aggregate) of investor  

b) Expected rate of return of portfolio in each above stated share / bond using 

Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and  

c) Average Rate of Return. [Answer: a) 25.87%, b) 23.896%, 22.909%, 20.935%,  

25.771% c) 23.378%] 

 

29. The risk-free rate of return is 5%. The expected rate of return on the market portfolio 

is 11%. The expected rate of growth in dividend of X Ltd. is 8%. The last dividend 

paid was ₹2.00 per share. The beta of X ltd. equity stock is 1.5. 

a. What is the present price of the equity stock of X Ltd.? 

b. How would the price change when : 

i. The inflation premium increases by 3%. 

ii. The expected growth rate decreases by 3% and 

iii. The beta decreases to 1.3. [Answer: a) ₹36 b) ₹30.43] 

 

30. M Ltd. paid a dividend of ₹2.60 during the last year and the growth rate in the 

dividends is expected to be 8%. The current market price of the stock is ₹30.00. 

The beta of the stock is 1.60 and the return on the market index is 13%. If the risk -

free rate of return is 8%, by how much should the price of the stock be raised in 

percentage terms so that it is at equilibrium?  

[Answer: 17% ] 

 

 

31. Assuming CAPM to be true, judge whether Mr. X should buy, sell or hold Stock A, 

using the following data and using appropriate stock valuation model: 

Dividend paid = ₹2, Dividend growth rate = 10% for the first 4 years 

Dividend growth rate beyond 4 years = 5% 

Market Price of Share = ₹24 

Risk free rate = 7%, Market Risk Premium = 8%, Beta of stock A = 1.2 

Restrict all working to two decimals and use the following PV factors (1 – 0.858, 2 

– 0.736, 3 – 0.631, 4 – 0.541) 
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[Answer: Mr. X should sell the shares, as MPS > DDM value of ₹21.30] 

 

32. Assuming CAPM to be true, judge whether Mr. X should buy, sell or hold Stock A, 

using the following data and using appropriate stock valuation model: 

Dividend to be paid next year = ₹3, Dividend growth rate = 10% for the next 3 years 

Dividend growth rate beyond 4 years = 2% 

Market Price of Share = ₹32 

Risk free rate = 5%, Market Risk Premium = 6%, Variance of market returns = 200, 

covariance of stock returns with market returns = 180 

Restrict all working to two decimals and use the following PV factors (1 – 0.906, 2 

– 0.820, 3 – 0.743, 4 – 0.673) 

[Answer: Mr. X should buy the shares, as MPS < DDM value of ₹34.43] 

33. Assuming CAPM to be true, find standard deviation of stock returns using 

appropriate stock valuation model. 

Dividend paid = ₹2, Dividend growth rate = 10% Market Price of Share = ₹36.65 

Risk free rate = 5%, Market Risk Premium = 8%, Correlation of stock returns with 

market return = +0.8, market standard deviation = 15% 

[Answer: 25.78%] 

34. Simi an analyst at ABC Securities Ltd. is considering the stocks of A Ltd. And B Ltd. 

For investment. Expected returns on these stocks depend on the growth rate GDP. 

The conditional returns of the market and the stocks are given below:  

Economic Scenario 

GDP growth rate 

Probability Return on (%) Return on 

market 

 
 A Ltd. B Ltd.  

1.00- 3.00% 
0.18 15 9 7 

3.00 - 6.00% 
0.24 25 14 11 

6.00 - 8.00% 
0.26 38 27 18 

More than 8.00% 
0.32 46 33 25 

The expected risk-free return is 6.5% Assume that CAPM holds well in the market 

You are required to  

i) Calculate the ex-ante-betas for the two stocks.  

ii) Find out whether the stocks of A Ltd. And B Ltd. Are underpriced or 

overpriced, by calculating alpha (Actual return – CAPM return) 

iii) Calculate the proportion of systematic risk and unsystematic risk for both 

the companies.  

iv) Determine which stock the analyst would suggest investing. 

[Answer: Beta of A – 1.67, Beta of B – 1.37, Both are underpriced, A: Proportion 

of SR = 98.11%, Proportion of USR = 1.89%, B: Proportion of SR = 97.68%, 

Proportion of USR = 2.32%, (RA - Rf)/A = 0.86, (RB - Rf)/B = 0.24 Even though 

both are underpriced, since Sharpe Ratio is more for stock A Ltd., we must invest 

in A.] 
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35. Stock A has a Beta of 1.50 and a market expectation of 17% return. For Stock B, it 

is 0.80 and 14.5% respectively. If the risk-free rate is 7% and the market risk 

premium is 8%, evaluate whether these two stocks are priced correctly? I these two 

stocks to be regarded as correctly priced, what should the risk-free rate and market 

risk premium be? 

[Answer: A – overpriced, B – underpriced; For correct pricing of both stocks, Rf = 

11.645% and Market Risk Premium = 3.57%] 

 

36. Stock A has a beta of 1.2 and stock B has a beta of 0.8. In what proportion the 

portfolio manager has to invest in both the stocks such that overall portfolio beta 

has same beta as that of market. If the two stocks give return of 12% and 10% 

respectively, what is the expected return of the portfolio? 

[Answer: 50% each and 11%] 

37. A is an investor and having in its Portfolio Shares worth ₹1,20,000 at current price 

and Cash ₹10,00,000. The Beta () of Shre Portfolio is 1.4. After four months the 

price of shares dropped by 1.8%. You are required to determine : 

i. Current Portfolio Beta and 

ii. Portfolio Beta after four months – if A on current date goes for long position 

on ₹1,30,00,000 Nifty futures. 

Show calculations in ₹ lakhs with four decimal points. [Answer: Refer May 2017] 

38. Calculate portfolio beta of the following portfolio. 

Name of stock Quantity Price Beta 

BATA 200  ₹     876.11  1.1 

DRRD 57  ₹ 2,478.43  1.2 

AXIS 200  ₹     649.91  1.3 

GAIL 400  ₹     336.67  0.8 

LNT 100  ₹ 1,143.02  0.9 

VOLTAS 200  ₹     310.65  1.3 

SYNGENE 200  ₹     539.77  0.7 

VIJAYA BANK 2500  ₹       70.54  0.9 

CUB 590  ₹     129.21  1 

If we sell all stocks whose beta is less than that of market, then what is the beta of 

the new portfolio? 

[Answer: 1.013, 1.177] 

 

39. Consider the following portfolio of stocks: 
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Name of stock Actual Return Beta 

Computronics 17.4% 1.290 

Pharmaco 13.8% 0.680 

Axis 1.7% -0.260 

Gas Ltd. 9.6% 0.215 

If Rf = 8% and Market Risk Premium is 7%, which stocks are worth buying? If the 

portfolio manager invests 25% of his money is each stock, does the portfolio 

investment perform better as compared to CAPM return of the portfolio? 

[Answer: Except Axis, other three stocks are worth buying as they provide higher 

returns than CAPM returns. Portfolio investment does not perform better.] 

 

40. The following data pertains to A Ltd. Calculate its beta. 

Year 

Yearly 

average 

Price of A 

Ltd. ₹ 

Dividend per 

share ₹ 

Yearly 

Average 

NIFTY 

Dividend 

Yield of 

Nifty 

Yearly 

return 

from 

Govt. 

Sec. 

2014 325 8 10500 1.5% 7% 

2015 345 8 10778 1.8% 7% 

2016 395 9 11000 1.2% 8% 

2017 400 9 11500 1% 8% 

2018 320 9 10400 1.4% 7% 

 In which year the stock gave excess returns? 

[Answer: Beta = 2.01,   In all the years stock gave better returns than expected, 

i.e. excess returns than CAPM returns] 

 

41. A portfolio of ₹50 Crores with a beta of 1.2 is held in a managed fund as on 1-4-

2018. The fund also has ₹12 Crores in cash.  

i) What is the beta of the portfolio on 1-4-2018? 

ii) If 20% of portfolio is sold on 1-6-2018 and held as cash, what is the new 

beta as on 1-6-2018? 

iii) What is the revised beta of the portfolio, if fund receives inflow of ₹5 Crores 

on 1-12-2018 and this money is used to buy stocks of beta = 1.5? 

iv) If Nifty Index futures worth ₹20 Crores is shorted on 1-2-2019, what is the 

beta of the portfolio? 
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v) If the market corrects by 2% on 1-3-2019, what is the overall loss/gain of 

the portfolio? 

[Answer: 0.968, 0.774, 0.828, 0.755, 1.755 Crores] 

42. Two stocks (1 and 2) are believed to satisfy the two-factor model given by: 

ri = ai + bi1f1 + bi2f2 

If risk free rate = 10%, r1 = 15%, r2 = 20%, and the factor sensitivities are given as 

below, find the two factor risk premiums. 

Stock Factor 1 Factor 2 

1 2 1 

2 3 4 

[Answer: 2% and 1%] 

43. Mr. Kapoor owns a portfolio with the following characteristics: 

 Security X Security Y Risk Free 

Security 

Factor 1 

sensitivity 
0.75 1.50 0 

Factor 2 

sensitivity 
0.60 1.10 0 

Expected 

Return 
15% 20% 13% 

It is assumed that security returns are generated by a two-factor model. 

i) If Mr. Kapoor has ₹1,00,000 to invest and sells short ₹50,000 of security Y 

and purchases ₹1,50,000 of security X, what is the sensitivity of Mr. 

Kapoor’s portfolio to the two factors? 

ii) If Mr. Kapoor borrows ₹1,00,000 at the risk-free rate and invests the amount 

he borrows along with the original amount of ₹1,00,000 in security X and Y 

in the same proportion as described in part (1) what is the sensitivity of the 

portfolio to the two factors? 

iii) What is the expected return premium of factor 2?  

[Answer: Refer Nov 2018 – N] 

 

44. The factor risk premium of three stocks are given: 

Stock Factor 1 Factor 2 

1 0.8 -1.2 
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2 1.2 1.5 

3 -0.2 0.6 

If we invest 40% in stock 1 and the balance in stock 2 and stock 3 equally, what is 

the sensitivity of the portfolio for the two factors? 

[Answer: 0.62, 0.15 ] 

45. The returns and market portfolio for a period of four years are as under :  

Year 
% Return of 

Stock B 

% Return on 

Market Portfolio 

1 10 8 

2 12 10 

3 9 9 

4 3 -1 

For stock B, you are required to determine : 

a) Characteristic line; and 

b) The Systematic and Unsystematic Risk. [Answer: Refer Nov 2016] 

46. Two stocks A and B give returns of 13% and 18% respectively. While they have betas 

of 0.8 and 1.2 respectively, their firm specific standard deviations are 30% and 40% 

respectively. Given that  of market is 22% and the risk-free rate is 8%. Find the 

standard deviations of stocks A and B. If we are to create a portfolio of A, B and the 

risk-free asset in the ratio of 30:45:25, calculate the expected return, beta, non-

systematic standard deviation of the portfolio  and standard deviation of the 

portfolio. 

 [Answer: 34.78%, 47.93%, 14%, 0.78, 20.12%, 26.41% ] 

47. If stock A has 20% of its risk contributed by systematic risk and has beta = 0.7 and 

stock B has 12% of its risk contributed by systematic risk and has beta = 1.2, 

calculate individual risks of the stocks given that market variance 400. 

[Answer: 31.3%, 69.28%] 

48. Calculate the unsystematic risks of stock A and B, if the total variance of these two 

stocks are 0.098 and 0.48 respectively. Their betas are 0.7 and 1.2 respectively. It 

is given that market variance is 0.04. 

[Answer:  0.0784, 0.4224] 

49. A portfolio of 60% invested in stock A and balance invested in stock B is formed. A 

has a variance of 600 while B has a variance of 700. Their betas are 0.7 and 1.2 

respectively. If market variance is 400, what is the residual variance of the stocks? 

What is the covariance between these two stocks? What is the covariance of stock 
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A with that of market and B with market? What is the beta of the portfolio? What is 

covariance of the portfolio with respect to market? 

[Answer:  404, 124, 336, 280, 480, 0.9, 360] 

50. A portfolio Q of 50% investment in stock A, 30% in market and balance in risk free 

asset is created. The market variance is 400 and the portfolio variance is 1200. 

Find beta of the portfolio Q, if stock A has a beta of 0.9. What is the systematic risk 

of portfolio Q. What is the residual risk of portfolio Q? What is the covariance of 

portfolio Q with respect to market? 

[Answer:  0.75, 225, 975, 300] 

51. Mr. Abhishek is interested in investing ₹2,00,000 for which he is considering 

following three alternatives : 

1) Invest ₹2,00,000 in Mutual Fund X (MFX) 

2) Invest ₹2,00,000 in Mutual Fund Y (MFY) 

3) Invest ₹1,20,000 in Mutual Fund X (MFX) and ₹80,000 in Mutual Fund Y (MFY) 

Average annual return earned by MFX and MFY is 15% and 14% respectively. Risk free 

rate of return is 10% and market rate of return is 12%. 

Covariance of return of MFX, MFY and market portfolio Mix are as follows : 

 MFX MFY MIX 

MFX 4.800 4.300 3.370 

MFY 4.300 4.250 2.800 

MIX 3.370 2.800 3.100 

You are required to calculate : 

a. Variance of return from MFX, MFY and market return 

b. Portfolio return, beta, portfolio variance and portfolio standard deviation 

c. Expect return, systematic risk and unsystematic risk; and 

d. Sharpe ratio, Treynor ratio and Alpha of MFX, MFY and Portfolio Mix. 

[Answer: Refer Nov 2016] 

 

 

 

 

52. Which of the following two stocks has higher proportion of systematic risk? 

Stock Business Beta 

Residual 

Variance 
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1 Steel 1.5 0.10 

2 Cement 0.5 0.18 

Assume market variance as 400. 

 [Answer: Stock 1 has a higher proportion of systematic risk of 47% ] 

53. A firm has an equity beta of 1.5 and is currently financed by 20% debt and 80% 

equity. Assuming debt beta to be zero, calculate, the asset beta. Now, what will be 

the company's equity beta if the company changes its financing policy to 40 : 60 

ratio of debt and equity respectively? Corporation tax rate is 34%. 

[Answer: 1.2, 2 ] 

 

54. The total market value of the equity shares of D Ltd.is ₹60,00,000 and the total 

value of the debt is ₹40,00,000. The treasurer estimates that the beta of the stocks 

is currently 1.5 and that the expected risk premium on the market is 12 per cent. 

The treasury bill rate is 10 per cent. Required:  

(i) What is the beta of the company's existing portfolio of assets?  

(ii) Estimate the company's cost of capital and the discount rate for an 

expansion of the company's present business. 

[Answer: 0.9, 20.8% ] 

 

55. A firm with a corporate-wide debt/equity ratio of 1:2, an after-tax cost of debt of 7%, 

and a cost of equity capital of 15% is interested in pursuing a foreign project. The 

debt capacity of the project is the same as for the company as a whole, but its 

systematic risk is such that the required return on equity is estimated to be about 

12%. The after-tax cost of debt is expected to remain at 7%. What is the project's 

weighted average cost of capital? If the project's equity beta is 1.21, what is its 

unlevered beta? Assume a tax rate of 40%. 

 [Answer: 10.33%, 0.93 ] 

56. A portfolio manager is assigned the task of managing a ₹120000 portfolio. He is 

advised to choose between buy and hold strategy and constant proportion (constant 

mix) strategy. Advise the portfolio manager to select the better method knowing that 

value of total portfolio would be compared at the end of 2-quarters. The constraints 

and future prediction of market is as follows. 

i. Under the buy and hold strategy entire money would be invested in equity 

mutual fund of beta 1.2. NAV of this fund today is ₹12. 

ii. Under the constant mix/proportion method, 70% will be invested in equity 

mutual fund whose NAV today is ₹12 and whose beta is 1.2. 30% will be 

invested in bond portfolio which has a beta of zero with respect to equity 

market. This proportion will be verified at the end of every 3 months and 

rebalancing will be done to restore the mix, only if equity portfolio changes 

by more than 2% 
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iii. It is predicted that NIFTY which is 11000 today, will be 10780 after 3 months 

and will be 11157.3 after 6 months from now. 

[Answer: After two quarters, value under Buy and Hold = ₹122039.40, value 

under Constant Mix = ₹121452.73. Therefore, select the buy and hold strategy] 

57. A portfolio manager is assigned the task of managing a ₹200000 portfolio. He is 

advised to choose between buy and hold strategy and Constant Proportion Portfolio 

Index (CPPI) strategy. Advise the portfolio manager to select the better method 

knowing that value of total portfolio would be compared at the end of 2-quarters. 

The constraints and future prediction of market is as follows. 

iv. Under the buy and hold strategy entire money would be invested in equity 

mutual fund of beta 1.5. NAV of this fund today is ₹10. 

v. Under the CPPI method, the floor is set at 80% with a multiplier of 2. 

Investments in equities will be made in an equity mutual fund whose NAV 

today is ₹10 and whose beta is 1.5. Rebalancing will be done after analyzing 

the position after every quarter, provided equity portfolio changes by more 

than 2% 

vi. It is predicted that NIFTY which is 8000 today, will be 7600 after 3 months 

and will be 7904 after 6 months from now. 

[Answer: After two quarters, value under Buy and Hold = ₹196100, value under 

CPPI = ₹204440. Therefore, select the CPPI strategy] 

58. Use Sharpe’s portfolio optimization model and create the optimum portfolio using 

the following stocks. 

No. Name Return 
Unsystematic 

risk 
Beta 

1 HDFC 11.5 120 1.40 

2 ITC 6.2 95 1.59 

3 PNB 10.0 80 1.20 

4 BPCL 7.0 100 1.20 

5 CIPLA 6.5 95 1.12 

6 IPCL 8.0 380 1.11 

7 MARICO 8.5 150 0.60 

8 UBI 11.0 220 1.10 

9 BHEL 8.0 150 0.50 

 

[Answer: The following stocks would be selected: 
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UBI 19.11% 

MARICO 12.70% 

BHEL 9.63% 

HDFC 32.29% 

PNB 26.26% 

 C* = 2.3091] 

59. Using the first EMA value given calculate 9-day EMA from 6th Jan 2008. Also spot 

the trend in the market. 

Date Close EMA 

05 January 2008 22.50 22.81 

06 January 2008 22.55  

07 January 2008 22.65  

08 January 2008 22.70  

09 January 2008 22.75  

10 January 2008 22.85  

11 January 2008 22.92  

12 January 2008 22.99  

13 January 2008 23.05  

14 January 2008 23.09  

15 January 2008 23.15  

16 January 2008 23.25  

17 January 2008 23.45  

18 January 2008 23.68  

19 January 2008 23.85  
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7    

 

HEDGING PORTFOLIOS USING FUTURES 
 

 

 

  CONCEPTS   

 

Hedging: [Refer Class Discussion for Concepts] 

Hedge Ratio (HR) 

The hedge ratio (HR) is defined as the number of futures contracts undertaken against the 

underlying asset position. In formula terms it is defined as:  

HR =  

In a perfect hedge, the two positions undertaken viz. the underlying asset position and the 

futures position together should theoretically provide a zero risk portfolio. This can happen 

only if the ratio equals beta of the underlying portfolio. Hence beta is called as the Hedge 

Ratio.  

The two assets involved are ‘underlying asset/portfolio’ (referred as “S”) and ‘index futures’ 

(referred as “F”). Then HR is nothing but βS. This by formula can be written as: 

 

  

PositionAssetUnderlying

Position Futures

F

SSF

2

F

FSSF

2

F

SF
S




=




=




=
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  PROBLEMS   

 

1. Ram has a portfolio of 50 Crores with a beta of 1.2. He wants to use Nifty Index Futures 

to hedge his portfolio. Each contract is 100 units and is quoting in the market at 7500. 

Calculate the number of contracts Ram has to short/go long if: 

a. He wants perfect hedge 

b. He wants to reduce the beta to 0.8 

c. He wants to hedge 60% of the portfolio 

d. He wants to hedge 120% of the portfolio 

 [MAY 2013]* [NOV 2015]* 

2. Ram buys 10,000 shares of X Ltd. at a price of ₹22 per share whose beta value is 1.5 and 

sells 5,000 shares of A Ltd. at a price of ₹40 per share having a beta value of 2. He obtains 

a complete hedge by Nifty futures at ₹1,000 each.  

a) How many contracts of Nifty Futures he would buy/sell for complete hedge? 

b) If he closes out his position at the closing price of the next day when the share of X 

Ltd. dropped by 2%, share of A Ltd. appreciated by 3% and Nifty futures dropped by 

1.5%. What is the overall profit / loss to Ram? [NOV 2013] 

c) Why there is a net loss despite perfect hedge?  

3. The following information is available:  

Value of Portfolio  10,10,000 

Price of the 4 months BSE Sensex futures 

contract today 

5050 

Risk free interest rate 6% p.a. 

Dividends yield on Index 4% p.a. 

% of stocks giving dividend in next 4 months 75% 

Beta of the portfolio 1.5 

a. How many futures contracts would be used to hedge the value of portfolio over next 

three months? One futures contract is for delivery 50 times the index.  

b. What would be gain on futures contracts sold above, if index turns out to be 4500 in 

three months? 
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4. A Mutual Fund is holding the following assets in ₹ Crores: [MAY 2011] 

Investment in diversified equity shares  90.00 

Cash and Bank Balances   10.00 

Total 100.00 

The overall beta of the portfolio is 1.1. The index future is selling at 4300 level. How 

many index futures he should short so that the overall portfolio beta is reduced to 1.0? 

One index future consists of 50 units. If the Fund Manager apprehends that the index 

will fall at the most by 10%, prove that by using the above strategy the fund manager will 

virtually convert the portfolio to beta = 1.0.  

5. A portfolio of ₹50 Crores with a beta of 1.3 is held by a fund. The fund is planning a 

complete hedge 30% of the portfolio, for a 90-day period, using 90-day Nifty Futures 

quoting at 8125. Each contract of futures has 200 of the underlying.  

a) How many contracts the portfolio manager would buy or sell?  

b) If this is adopted, and Nifty futures rises by 2%, what will be the implied beta after 

change of the overall position? 

HINT: Calculate 
∆𝑷%+∆𝑭%

∆𝑴%
  [NOV 2016] 

6. On 1st October, Shyam is retiring from service and he will get an amount of  ₹15,00,000 

as retirement benefits. Instead of preferring a safe Fixed deposit, he is planning to invest 

this money in the following three stocks, which he considers as grossly under-valued stocks 

in the market: 

Stock No. of Shares Price ( ₹) Beta 

X 3000 100 0.4 

Y 5000 120 0.8 

Z 10000 60 1.5 

a) How good is the portfolio as regards risk in terms of market risk?  

b) After some months, he is planning to hedge his portfolio in the futures market. 

How many contracts will Shyam be trading if the spot index is 3700 and futures 

are quoted at 3751? Assume each index future contract covers 100 units of the 

index.  

c) Making suitable assumptions find the expected return of this portfolio, if 

government securities give 8% return and general market offer 8% more return.  
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7. An exporter-jeweler has to purchase 100 kgs. of gold after one month. Gold futures 

contracts of 1, 2 3 months expiry are available to trade in the market. How can it be 

hedged against rise in gold price? 

8. A company is long on 10 MT of copper @ <474 per kg (spot) and intends to remain so for 

the ensuing quarter. The standard deviation of changes of its spot and future prices are 

4% and 6% respectively, having correlation coefficient of 0.75.  

a) What is is hedge ratio?  

b) What is the amount of the copper future it should short to achieve a perfect 

hedge? [MAY 2012] 
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  PROBLEMS FOR PRACTICE   

 

1. A portfolio manager controls  ₹5 million in common stock. In anticipation of a stock market 

decline, the decision is made to hedge the portfolio using the S&P 500 futures contract 

(each 250 units). The portfolio's beta is 1.20, and the current value of the S&P 500 futures 

contract selected is 238.50. Calculate the number of futures contracts that should be 

bought or sold. [Answer: 100 contracts] 

2. Suppose that a futures contract with 4 months to maturity is used to hedge the value of a 

portfolio over the next 3 months in the following situation:  

Value of S&P 500 index = 1,000 

S&P 500 futures price = 1,010 

Each futures = 250 units 

Value of portfolio = $5,050,000 

Risk-free interest rate = 4 % per annum 

Dividend yield on index = 1 % per annum 

Beta of portfolio = 1.5 

i. What position should be taken to eliminate the exposure to the market over the 

next 3 months?  

ii. Calculate gain or loss on futures if the level of the market in 3 months is 900. 

iii. What position is necessary to reduce the beta of the portfolio to 0.75? 

iv. What position is necessary to increase the beta of the portfolio to 2.0? 

[Answer: 30, Gain = ₹774375,Short 15 contracts, Long 10 contracts] 

3. Suppose that when the contracts are closed out, the portfolio has fallen in value to  ₹4.2 

million and that the S&P 500 index has fallen to 215.00. Calculate the gain or loss on the 

combined positions (stock portfolio and futures contracts). [Answer: 100, $212500 loss] 

4. Suppose the S&P 500 index is at 315.34. The dividend yield on the index is 2.89 %. If T -

bills yield 8.97%, what is the fair value of an S&P futures contract that calls for delivery in 

106 days? If a trader goes long today and at expiry futures close at 328, is there a gain on 

loss? [exp (0.0177) = 1.0178] [Answer: 320.95, Gain] 

5. Consider the following portfolio: 

Stock Shares Share price Value Beta 

FV 12000 34 408,000 1.25 

GC 25000 22 550,000 1.00 

YH 20000 17 340,000 1.07 

If the S&P 500 Market futures (each 250 units) are about 400, how many futures 

contracts must be bought or sold to hedge 50% of the market risk of this portfolio?  
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[Answer: 7] 

6. You want to hedge half the market risk of a  ₹100 million stock portfolio with a beta of 

0.90. The December S&P500 stock index futures settled at 1065.25. How many futures 

contracts are necessary to do so? (The futures contract is 250 times the value of the 

index.) [Answer: 170] 

7. X' holds HLL worth ₹ 5.8 lakh at ₹ 290 per share on September 10, 2010. Assuming that 

the beta of HLL is 1.13. How much Nifty futures does 'X' have to sell if the index futures is 

ruling at 5450? [Answer = 121 futures contracts] 

8. A portfolio manager owns three stocks:  

Stock Shares owned Stock price (₹) Beta 

1 1 lakh 400 1.1 

2 2 lakhs 300 1.2 

3 3 lakhs 100 1.3 

The spot Nifty Index Price is at ₹1350 and Futures price is ₹1352. Use stock Index Futures 

to: 

(i) decrease the portfolio beta to 0.8; and  

(ii) increase the portfolio beta to 1.5.  

Assume the index factor is 100. Find out the number of contracts to be bought or sold of 

Stock Index Futures. 

[Answer: Existing portfolio beta = 1.19, Short 375 contracts, Long 298 contracts] 

 

9. A portfolio manager owns three stocks:  

Stock Shares owned Stock price (₹) Beta 

1 4 lakh 400 1.3 

2 8 lakhs 300 1.2 

3 12 lakhs 100 1.1 

Calculate portfolio beta. 

The Futures price is ₹10250. Use stock Index Futures to: 

(i) decrease the portfolio beta to 0.8; and  

(ii) increase the portfolio beta to 1.5.  

Assume the index factor is 100. Find out the number of contracts to be bought or sold of 

Stock Index Futures. 

[Answer: Existing portfolio beta = 1.21, Short 123 contracts, Long 306 contracts] 
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10. Details about portfolio of shares of an investor is as below : 

Shares No. of 

Shares 

(Lakh) 

Price per 

Share ₹ 

Beta 

A Ltd. 3.00 500 1.40 

B Ltd. 4.00 750 1.20 

C Ltd. 2.00 250 1.60 

 

The investor thinks that the risk of portfolio is very high and wants to reduce the 

portfolio beta to 0.91. He is considering two below mentioned alternative strategies.  

 

a) Dispose of a part of his existing portfolio to acquire risk free securities, or  

b) Take appropriate positiion on Nifty Futures which are currently traded at ₹8125 

and each Nifty points is worth ₹200. 

 

You are required to determine : 

1) Portfolio beta 

2) The value of risk free securities to be acquired, 

3) The number of shares of each company to be disposed off, 

4) The number of Nifty contracts to be bought / sold and 

5) The value of portfolio beta for 2% rise in Nifty. 

[Answer:  Refer Nov 2016] 
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